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Introduction to the module

Welcome to EA706 Fluid Mechanics 1. This module will assist you in developing skills that will be
very useful in your engineering career.
Fluid Mechanics 1 is a core unit in the Diplmoa and in the Advanced Diploma in Engineering
(Mechanical stream). This module will make use of the knowledge gained during study of the
prerequisite modules, EA003 Engineering Mathematics A and EA859 Statics. This module lays the
foundations for future modules, such as EB720 Fluid Mechanics 2 or EA708 Industrial Fluid Power 1.

Textbook
There is no textbook for this module. The module notes are self-contained.

References
In addition to these notes, you may wish to obtain other reference material. One good source of
information is a TAFE Resource Centre, where books on fluid mechanics and fluid power are stocked.
A visit to any major bookshop will yield a selection of books dealing with fluid mechanics.
Some good references are:
Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics by Roger Kinsky
Fluid Mechanics by Roger Kinsky
Solving Problems in Fluid Mechanics Volume 1 by J Douglas
Fluid Mechanics for Technologists by John Bugler

Course Structure
The course material is divided into six Sections; each section covers one learning outcome. Each
learning outcome has a number of assessment criteria. These have been restated as specific objectives
for you to achieve.
The objectives are presented to you in the following way.

·

Information: This is learning material containing theory and examples.

iii

INTRODUCTION

·

Practice exercises: These activities have answers that appear immediately after the exercises.

·

Self Tests: Each test enables you to check your solutions with those at the end of the Section.

You should do all the practice exercises and self tests in order to monitor your progress through the
course.
At the end of each section, you would normally undertake a competency test. The test would be
assessed and, if acceptable, you were able to proceed to the next section. If the test was not
acceptable, you should go back and restudy the current section.
Your lecturer will advise you regarding the format of the competency tests.

Laboratory Work
In addition to the six competencies, part of the requirements for Fluid Mechanics 1 is the participation
in at least three laboratory experiments and submission of relevant reports.
Your lecturer will advise you regarding the number and content of the formal laboratory work
requirement.

iv
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Section 1

Properties of Fluids
LEARNING OUTCOME
Describe the basic properties of fluids, quote applicable units and determine how these properties
inter-relate to one another in fluid applications.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of your study of this Section, you will be able to:

·
·
·
·
·

describe the basic properties of fluids and units
calculate one property given another (eg calculate mass given dimensions and relative density)
draw a graph for a liquid showing typical variation of saturation vapour pressure with temperature
describe the difference between real and ideal gases and liquids
calculate the property changes to perfect gases using the gas laws or the characteristic gas
equation.

Unit 1.1 Fluid Definitions
Matter can exist in three basic forms, either as a solid, a liquid or a gas
Solids retain their shape and have no tendency to flow
Liquids offer considerable resistance to compression, which is not greatly affected by changes in
temperature. The reciprocal of the compressibility of a liquid is measured in newtons per square metre
and called the bulk modulus, which may be likened to the modulus of elasticity of a material. As an
indication of the low compressibility of water, its bulk modulus at 2 GPa is approximately one
hundredth of the modulus of elasticity of steel. The reduction in volume of a liquid due to
compression is so small that it is usually ignored.
Gases are easily compressed and have a change in volume (or pressure) when their temperature is
changed.
Liquids and gases flow readily and collectively are known as fluids.
If the fluid under study is water or oil, the term used is hydraulics, although strictly speaking
hydraulics is pertaining to water. Hydraulic power used in industry was originally operated using
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water as a transfer medium, before the days of widespread use of electricity. Nowadays, hydraulic
power used in vehicles and industrial machines should more correctly be referred to as oil hydraulics.
If the fluid under study is air, the term used is pneumatics (from the Greek word `pneuma’ for breath
of air).
Just as the compressibility of a liquid is small, its coefficient of expansion is also low and thus it
undergoes little change in volume due to temperature or pressure change. Thus a liquid may be
defined as:
· practically incompressible
· occupying a definite volume.
Other terms that you may encounter within the study of fluids are:
Slurry - a liquid that contains or carries particles of a solid. Slurry may be as free flowing as a mixture
of water and sand, to the stiffness of newly-mixed concrete. Slurries are often used to transport solids
over long distances within a pipe. For instance, pulverised coal may be fed towards a furnace
suspended in water, and then the returning furnace ash may similarly be transported as slurry. The
same system is used to transport mineral sands and iron ore.
Foam - this is an aerated liquid, such that the liquid contains millions of small bubbles. On occasions,
a foam can be useful for such operations as the separation of a metal ore or cleaning. Foam can cause
problems in engineering, where it can cause false signals in control equipment, or present difficulties
when handling liquids that foam easily.

Mass Density
The mass density of a fluid (previously called the density) is its mass per unit volume, normally stated
in kilograms per cubic metre (kg/m3). The symbol used for mass density is the Greek letter `rho’ (r).
Typical mass densities are:
Material
Water

Mass density
(kg/m3)
1000

Sea water
Mercury
Oil
Air

1024
13.6 x 103
800 - 900
1.23

Notes
At 4°C. Varies between 1000 at 0°C and 958 at
100°C

At 20°C

Relative Density
The relative density of a fluid (previously called specific gravity) is the mass density of the fluid
compared to the mass density of water.
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relative density =

mass density of fluid
mass density of water

For most normal calculations, the 1000 kg/m3 value stated above for the mass density of water is used
to determine the relative density of a fluid. Because it is a ratio, relative density has no units.
For example,
relative density of water = 1
relative density of mercury = 13.6
relative density of oil = 0.89
One familiar application of relative density is the use of a hydrometer to check the acid in a lead-acid
battery, as an indication of the state of the battery. Typical values of relative density for the battery
acid are:
Fully charged

1.26

Fully discharged

1.13

Specific Volume
The specific volume of a fluid is its volume per unit mass, and is the reciprocal of the mass density.
Being a reciprocal of kg/m3 gives the specific volume units of m3/kg.
So the specific volume of water is :

1
1
=
= 0.001 m 3 /kg
r 1000

Weight Density
The weight density (originally known as the specific weight) of a fluid is its weight per unit volume,
with units of newtons per cubic metre. The weight density is calculated by multiplying the mass
density by 9.8, the value for the gravitational acceleration.
weight density (N/m3) = mass density (kg/m3) x g (m/s2)
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EXAMPLE
If a 25 litre volume of oil has a mass of 20 kilograms, determine the oil’s mass
density, weight density, relative density and specific volume.
Mass density =

mass
20
=
= 800 kg/m 3
volume 0.025

Weight density = mass density ´ g = 800 ´ 9.8 = 7840 N/m 3
Relative density =

mass density of oil
800
=
= 0 .8
mass density of water 1000

Specific volume =

1
1
=
= 1.25 ´ 10 -3 m 3 /kg
r 800

Force and Weight
At this stage of your studies you should already be familiar with the relationship between mass and
weight (or gravitation force). As a reminder:
One newton is that force which, applied to a mass of one kilogram, produces an acceleration of one
metre per second per second.
The relationship is usually expressed as:
Force (N) = mass (kg) x acceleration (m/s2)
Generally, the acceleration under consideration is the gravitational acceleration, which has a value in
Perth of approximately 9.8 m/s2.
EXAMPLE
Calculate the weight of a rocket, which has a mass of 3.12 x 106 kilograms, when it is:
(a)

on the earth, where g = 9.8 m/s2
Weight = (3.12 x 106) x 9.8 = 30.6 MN

(b)

on the moon, where g = 1.62 m/s2
Weight = (3.12 x 106) x 1.62 = 5.05 MN
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Pressure
As shown in Figure 1.1, pressure occurs when a force is applied to an area.

Fig. 1.1 Force producing a pressure

The relationship between force, pressure and area is:
Pressure (N/m 2 ) =

force (N)
area (m 2 )

Using the base units of newtons (N) for force and square metres (m2) for area, the unit of pressure is
N/m2, which for convenience is called a pascal (Pa). Because the pascal is an extremely small unit of
pressure (car tyre pressure are around 200 000 Pa) the more commonly used unit is the kilopascal
(kPa) or the megapascal (MPa).
The pascal unit is used for the low pressures that occur in fans or in ventilation ducts. Kilopascals are
used for normal gas and liquid pressures. The pressure in an oil hydraulic system would be measured
in megapascals.
The other multiple of the pascal that may be encountered every evening on the TV weather forecast is
the hectopascal (hPa), being used for the barometric pressure. A hectopascal is 102 pascals. A typical
barometric pressure is 1013 hPa.

Positive and Negative Pressures
Because we are subjected to an atmospheric pressure, the pressure indicated on a gauge can be either
positive (pressure) or negative (vacuum).
Above atmospheric pressure is positive and called a gauge pressure for clarity. A typical pressure
gauge would be calibrated in kPa. Below atmospheric pressure is negative and called a vacuum or a
negative pressure.
Figure 1.2 indicates the relationship between the pressure and vacuum ranges, and introduces the
concept of one pressure range starting from absolute zero pressure and called the absolute pressure
range.
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Fig. 1.2 Pressure/vacuum relationships
Understanding of these pressure ranges is important. We normally express pressures in terms of gauge
pressure, and before these values may be used in calculations regarding the change of state of a gas,
the gauge pressure must be changed into an absolute pressure. Changing to absolute values is done by
adding the accepted value for atmospheric pressure, nominally 101.3 kPa.
absolute pressure (kPa) = gauge pressure (kPa) + 101.3 kPa
It is important, when specifying pressures or using pressures in a calculation, to determine if the
values given are in terms of gauge pressure (sometimes written `kPa g’ or `kPa gauge’) or absolute
pressure (sometimes written `kPa abs’).

EXAMPLE
Express a gauge pressure of 150 kPa in terms of:
(a)

MPa gauge
150 kPa = 0.15 MPa

(b)

hPa gauge
150 kPa = 1500 hPa

(c)

kPa absolute
150 kPa gauge = (150 + 101.3) kPa absolute = 251.3 kPa absolute
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Temperature
The temperature of a body is its hotness or coldness expressed in terms of the expansion or
contraction of a gas, a liquid or a solid.
The concept of hotness or coldness originated from the sensation felt by a human body on coming into
contact with some other body, but temperature is now more frequently defined as a measure of the
activity of the molecules within the body.
The temperature of a body is measured and a value given in degrees celsius, with one hundred
divisions between freezing point (0°C) and boiling point (100°C) of water.
When calculating the changes that occur in a gas, there exists a need for temperature expressed in
absolute values, which has been determined from a datum at which it is estimated a gas has no
volume. In practice, this point may not be achieved because a gas would liquefy and then solidify
before reaching the datum point, but this point may be extrapolated from experimental results as
shown in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3 Volume/temperature relationship
The volume of a gas is measured at varying temperatures and the results graphed. The graph intersects
the temperature close to - 273°C (at zero volume) and this point is called absolute zero temperature
and a new scale formed with units of kelvins (symbol K).
So:

Absolute temperature (K) = (°C + 273)

Note that, whereas we talk about a temperature in degrees celsius, for absolute temperatures the units
are kelvins (not degrees kelvin).

Viscosity
The viscosity of a fluid is its ability to resist shearing forces when it is in motion.
Considering Fig. 1.4, and assuming that
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(a)

the fluid velocity at the stationary surface is zero, and

(b)

the rate of change of velocity is related to the distance from the stationary surface,

then the force to move the plate is proportional to the absolute viscosity (also termed dynamic
viscosity) of the fluid.
where absolute viscosity =

shear stress
shear velocity

force
´ fluid thickness
area
or absolute viscosity =
shear velocity
N
´m
2
m
in unit form, this would be =
m
s

= N s/m 2
= Pa s
Because a pascal second (Pa s) is a large unit, the normal unit for absolute viscosity is a millipascal
second (mPa s), which itself is more popularly known as a centipoise (cP).

The symbol for absolute viscosity is the Greek letter mu (m). Note that some references refer to the
absolute viscosity as the dynamic viscosity.
Example:
Absolute viscosity of water = 1.12 cP
Absolute viscosity of an oil = 273 cP

Fig. 1.4 Determination of absolute viscosity
The absolute viscosity of a liquid may be measured by the method shown in Fig. 1.4, sliding a plate
with a measured force and velocity, but the system tends to be cumbersome to operate.
There is a range of instruments, called viscometers, available to measure viscosity. One type allows a
known volume of oil to flow through an orifice, with the viscosity related to the time taken. Another
type of viscometer consists of a U-shaped capillary tube where the time is measured for a known
volume of liquid to flow.
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Viscometers measure the kinematic viscosity, which is basically the relationship of mass and time.
Kinematic viscosity is the absolute viscosity divided by the fluid's mass density:
kinematic viscosity =

absolute viscosity
mass density

In unit form, this would be:
kinematic viscosity =

N s/m 2
kg/m 3

= m2 / s

A more practical unit for kinematic viscosity is mm2/s, which has the name of centistoke (cSt).
For example:
kinematic viscosity of water = 1.12 cSt
kinematic viscosity of an oil = 279 cSt
The symbol for kinematic viscosity is the Greek letter nu (n).
A more viscosity unit is the familiar range of SAE numbers used for vehicle lubricants. It should be
realised that the SAE numbers relate to a range of viscosities, rather than a precise viscosity value.
Table 1.2 provides a comparison between SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) numbers and the
centistoke values. Also note that the `W’ added to the SAE number indicates that the lubricant is
basically a winter grade.

SAE
10W
20W
30W
20
30
40
140

cSt at 0°C
1300 - 2600
2600 - 10 400
3260 - 21 700

cSt at 100°C

5.7 - 9.6
9.6 - 12.9
12.9 - 16.7
25 – 42

EXAMPLE
An oil has an absolute viscosity of 250 cP and a mass density of 800 kg/m3. Express its viscosity in
terms of:
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(a)

Kinematic viscosity in centistokes
kinematic viscosity =
=

(b)

absolute viscosity
mass density
250 ´10 -3
= 312.5 ´10 - 6 m 2 /s = 312 mm 2 /s
800

Absolute viscosity in pascal seconds
250 cP = 250 m Pa s = 250 x 10-3 Pa s

Surface tension
Surface tension in a liquid is due to like attraction between like molecules, called cohesion, whereas
between unlike molecules is called adhesion. In the interior of a liquid, the cohesive forces acting on
the molecule are balanced out, since the molecule is surrounded by like molecules. Near a free surface
however, since the cohesive force between liquid molecules is much greater than between the air and
liquid molecules, there is a resultant force acting on the liquid molecule acting towards the interior of
the liquid. This force, called surface tension, is proportional to the surface tension coefficient
multiplied by the length of the free surface.
The surface tension coefficient of water (s) at 20°C exposed to air is 0.07 N/m.
One effect of surface tension is the formation of a liquid into spherical droplets. For instance, for a
water droplet 5 mm diameter, the inside pressure would be 56 Pa higher than the outside pressure.
Another effect of surface tension is called capillary action - the ability for a liquid to rise of fall in a
small tube.
When a liquid is in contact with a solid surface (such as within a tube), a combination of the adhesion
forces of the tube plus cohesion forces of the liquid cause a curvature of the liquid surface. Mercury
within a tube has a convex surface (a meniscus) because the cohesive forces between the mercury
molecules are greater than the adhesive forces between the mercury and glass. For water, the reverse
is true, so it has a concave surface. Capillary action can cause errors when reading a gauge, depending
of the type of liquid in use.

Fig. 1.5 Capillary Action
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Vapour Pressure of a Liquid
If a liquid is enclosed in a container, the liquid will tend to evaporate until the vapour above it will not
absorb any more vapour. The vapour is then said to be a saturated vapour and the pressure exerted by
the saturated vapour is called the vapour pressure.
In practical terms, the effect of the vapour pressure value is to determine the pressure/temperature
relationship when the liquid vaporises. For instance, as the pressure applied to a quantity of water in
increased, its boiling point also increases. Conversely, if the pressure applied is decreased, the boiling
point decreases.
The phenomena of vapour pressure means:
· an egg cannot be cooked (by boiling) or a proper cup of tea made at high altitudes because the
pressure is lower and water boils at less than 100°C
· industrial boilers operate at elevated pressures so that the steam produced is above 100°C, which
means that the steam carries more heat energy for a given volume
· a pressure cooker is used to cook food quicker because it is at a higher temperature
· water on the inlet side of a pump may cavitate (the water vaporises) and damage the pump if the
inlet pressure is too low
· a pump will only `lift’ a liquid up from a certain height
· a siphon may loose its prime and stop operating if the high portion of the siphon has too much
elevation.
As an example of the effect of pressure on the boiling point of water:
kPa abs
300
101.3
12.3
2.3

°C
134
100
50
20

Perfect Gases
There is a series of laws that apply to the performance of a gas under varying pressure and/or
temperature. A perfect gas is one that exactly conforms to the gas laws

Gas Laws
Boyle’s law states that “The absolute pressure of a given mass of a perfect gas varies inversely as its
volume if the temperature remains unchanged”.
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Expressing this mathematically:
p is proportional to
Thus p = constant ´

1
V

1
V

pV = constant
p1V1 = p 2V 2 = p 3V3 = etc.

where p is the absolute pressure (Pa abs)
V is the volume (m3)

Charles’ Law states that “The volume of a given mass of a perfect gas varies directly as its absolute
temperature if the pressure remains unchanged”. This law may be expressed as:
p1 p 2
=
T1 T2

where p is the absolute pressure (Pa abs)
T is the absolute temperature (K)
Boyle’s and Charles’ Laws may be combined to form:
p1V1 p 2V 2
=
T1
T2

Since the ratio

pV
is a constant, its numerical value may be determined for any quantity of a perfect
T

gas. So:
pV
= mass constant
T
pV
or
= mR
T

where m is the mass of the gas in kilograms (kg)
R is the `gas constant’ in joules per kilogram kelvin (J/kg K)
This is known as the characteristic gas equation. It is usually displayed in the format:
pV = mRT

The gas constant varies for each gas. For instance, the gas constant for air is typically 287 J/kg K,
whereas for hydrogen it is 4121 J/kg K.
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EXAMPLE
Air at 17°C and 125 kPa absolute pressure occupies 2.46 m3. Air has a gas constant of 287 J/kg K. If
the gas is compressed to a volume of 1 m3 and a pressure of 700 kPa absolute, calculate (a) its final
temperature and (b) its mass.
(a)

Final temperature
p1V1 p 2V2
=
T1
T2

(125 ´ 10 3 ) ´ 2.46 (700 ´ 10 3 ) ´ 1
=
(17 + 273)
T2
T2 = 660.2 K

= 387.2°C

(b)

Mass
Using initial conditions (the mass does not change):
pV = mRT
(125 ´ 10 3 ) ´ 2.46 = m ´ 287 ´ (17 + 273)
m = 3.69 kg

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those given at the end of these
notes.
1.

Match the following terms with their appropriate symbols and units.
n (nu)

mass density

N/m3

r (rho)

weight density

kg/m3

relative density

N/m2

kinematic viscosity

---

bulk modulus

N/m

surface tension

m2/s

2.

Oil with a relative density of 0.8 would have a mass density of 800 kg/m3. (true/false)

3.

The symbol for kinematic viscosity is the Greek letter mu (m) (true/false)

4.

The viscosity of a fluid ______________ with temperature. (increases/decreases)
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5.

The weight density of air _______________ with an increase in temperature.
(increases/decreases)

6.

As the pressure applied to water increases, its boiling point ___________
(increases/decreases)

7.

Kinematic viscosity is the ratio of the dynamic viscosity to the relative density. (true/false)

8.

Capillary action is caused by ___________ tension. (surface/excess/high)

9.

The centistoke (cSt) is the unit of ____________. (compressibility/kinematic viscosity/vapour
pressure)

10.

The relative density of a fluid is relative to water at 0°C. (true/false)

11.

Capillary action will cause a ____________ error when measuring the height of a column of
mercury in a glass tube. (positive/negative)

12.

Atmospheric pressure could be stated as 101.3 hPa (true/false)

13.

A pressure gauge reads -25 kPa when the surrounding atmospheric pressure is 101 kPa abs.
What is the gauge reading in absolute terms?

14.

For the gauge pressure in Qu. 13, what is its value as a vacuum?

15.

The temperature in a boiler is measured as 330°C. What is the absolute temperature?

16.

The relative density of a fluid is 1.587. What are the mass density, the weight density and the
specific volume of this fluid?

17.

A cylinder contains 57 litres of gas (air) and weighs 1164 N. When emptied, the cylinder
weighs 1148 N. Calculate the density of the gas.

18.

A fluid has an absolute viscosity of 1.48 x 10-3 Pa s and a weight density of 13.2 kN/m3.
Calculate its kinematic viscosity in m2/s.

19.

A rectangular fuel oil tank has a 500 mm x 2000 mm base and is filled to a depth of 1200 mm.
If the relative density of the oil is 0.97, calculate the force (in kilonewtons) applied to the base
of the tank.

20.

For the oil in the previous question, calculate the pressure (in kilopascals) on the base of the
tank.

21.

The pressure acting on 50 m3 of air is 101 kPa abs at a temperature of -50°C. If the pressure is
increased to 202 kPa abs and the volume decrease to 30 m3, calculate the new temperature.
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Sample Competency Test 1
1.

The absolute viscosity of crude oil at 50°C is 4.2 x 10-3 Pa s and its mass density is 860 kg/m3.
Determine its kinematic viscosity in:
(a)
(b)

2.

m2/s
cSt

If 8.15 litres of ethyl alcohol weighs 63.1 N, calculate its:
(a)
(b)
(c)

mass density
relative density
specific volume.

3.

A cylinder contains 57.1 litres of compressed air and weighs 1164.1 newtons. When empty,
the cylinder weighs 1148 newtons. What is the mass density of the air?

4.

Express the gauge pressure of 5 kPa in:
(a)
(b)

kilopascals absolute (kPa abs)
hectopascals absolute (hPa abs).

5.

A gauge pressure of 200 kPa is applied to a 100 mm diameter piston. Calculate the force
produced by the piston.

6.

Sketch a graph of the relationship between absolute vapour pressure and temperature for
water.

7.

50 m3 of air is at 0 kPa gauge and -50°C. If the pressure is increased to 101 kPa gauge and the
air occupies 30m3, calculate the new temperature.

8.

A bubble of air with a volume of 50 mm3 escapes from a hose at the bottom of a tank of
mercury, which is 6.84 metres deep. If the pressure at the surface of the mercury is 101 kPa
absolute and mercury has a mass density of 13.6 x 103 kg/m3, calculate the volume of the
bubble as it reaches the surface. Hint: calculate the pressure at the bottom of the tank, then
use Boyles Law.
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Section 2

Components of a Fluid System
LEARNING OUTCOME
Describe and sketch basic components of a fluid system and explain salient features and method of
operation.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of your study of this Section, you will be able to:

· describe the principle of operation of various fluid components
· discuss the factors to be considered when choosing components for a fluid system.

Unit 2.1 Fluid Components
Pipe and Tube
Various references provide different definitions of the words pipe and tube. One popular definition is
that pipes are classified by their inside diameter (or bore) and tube is classified by the outside
diameter.
Another form of classification appears to be based on size - generally small diameters, up to 10 mm,
are called tube and larger sizes called pipe.
The word pipe is used for pipelines that convey water, oil or gas over long distances. Tube or tubing
is used for shorter transfer paths such as heat transfer tubes within a boiler or heat exchanger.
For the official word, Australian Standard 1074-1976 (Properties of tubing) states that tubing is
synonymous with pipe - so, in these notes both words will be used.

Pipe Materials
In engineering, commonly used pipe materials are aluminium, steel, copper, fibre-cement, concrete
and plastic. Other lesser-use materials are glass, rubber and fibreglass.
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Of interest is that the Goldfields’ water supply scheme used a large quantity of wooden pipes, bound
with iron. While wood may not seem a very durable material, it should be noted that some of the
wooden pipes were not replaced for sixty years.
Aluminium pipe is used for some structural work as well as conveying fluids because it is light and
has reasonable strength. Differing grades of aluminium allow for welded construction or facilitate
pipe bending.
Aluminium forms a natural oxide coating that retards corrosion, or the aluminium may be anodised,
an electro-chemical process that forms an anodic protective surface coating. Because aluminium
conducts heat readily, it has been used for heat-exchanger applications.
Fibre-cement pipe is manufactured from a mixture of wood fibres, cement and silica (or sand). During
manufacture the pipe density is carefully controlled by varying wall thickness and composition. Fibre
cement pipe is not used for pressure applications, but for drainage. Pipes of 100 to 200 mm diameters
are available produced in 4 metre lengths. Joints between the pipes are normally made with coupling
sleeves and rubber sealing rings.
Concrete pipes are similar to fibre-cement pipes but steel reinforcement may be incorporated within
the concrete to provide additional tensile strength. The pipes are cast in a stationary mould or are
centrifugally cast by rotating the mould on a horizontal plane. Pipe diameters range from 100 mm up
to 3000 mm, with lengths up to 2.4 metres.
Concrete pipes are used for sewer lines, main drainage, water supplies and for channelling creeks.
Normally, one end of a pipe length has a larger diameter neck so that pipes may be joined together by
using a rubber seal or by filling the pipe joint with mortar.
Iron pipe is a general classification for several different forms of iron (rather than steel) pipes. Ductile
iron pipes are mainly used for water supply mains.
Steel pipe is probably the most common type of pipe available because of its versatility and high
performance characteristics. A.S. 1074-1976 provides information on steel tube suitable for screwing
to A.S. 1722-1975. As the name of the Standard implies, this pipe is primarily intended for use with
threaded fittings, but may also be welded.
The pipe is manufactured in `Nominal Bore' sizes, thus the diameter of the pipe bore will be close to a
nominal dimension such as 6, 8 or 10 mm, (up to 150 mm). Note that because the outside diameter is
to receive a thread, the outside diameter must be carefully controlled to a specific size. This means
that if the pipe is to withstand a higher pressure, the pipe wall thickness must be increased. To
maintain the same outside diameter (suitable for a thread) thickening the walls can only be achieved
by reducing the inside diameter or bore. For instance, a 25 mm nominal bore steel pipe is available in
three types:

Light
Medium
Heavy

Outside
Diameter

Wall
Thickness

33.5
33.5
33.5

2.65
3.25
4.05
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Note that the outside diameter of steel pipe made to A.S.1074 is of a suitable size for forming a screw
thread. The pipes are normally supplied "screwed and socketed" which means that the ends are
threaded with a tapered Whitworth form called a "British Standard Pipe Taper" and each pipe is fitted
with one socket joint. The thread used is based on Imperial dimensions so a 25 mm pipe would be
threaded 1" BSPT.
This type of pipe is normally formed by rolling a strip of steel sheet into a tubular form by a series of
rollers, then seam welding the join. The whole process is carried out on a continuous strip and the
weld area is often only detectable by inspecting the inside of the pipe. Such a pipe is pressure tested at
5 MPa during manufacture and thus is useable for the majority of liquid and gas conveying systems.
Seamless or solid-drawn steel tube is made, as the name implies, from a solid billet of steel that is first
formed into a very thick walled tube. Then, by successive working, the material is formed into tube of
the correct dimensions. This type of product may be used for systems that demand a higher pressure
rating than that which can be withstood by the seamed or welded pipe.
Seamless tube is usually classified by the outside diameter with three grades of wall thickness to
allow for differing working pressures. Solid drawn tube is available from 5 mm outside diameter
upwards, with working pressures in the smaller sizes in excess of 150 MPa.
Copper pipe is produced by drawing the material out through a die that contains an internal mandrel
representing the pipe bore. A vast range of pipe sizes is available, from 5 mm diameter up to 150 mm
diameter and in wall thickness of 0.7 to 2.6 mm.
Plastic tube is available in a wide range of sizes and materials:
PVC (Polyvinylchloride) is produced by an extrusion process and may be specified as rigid or
flexible. Rigid PVC is referred to as Unplasticised PVC (UPVC). A popular use of this material is for
reticulation systems for water but its excellent resistance to chemicals also means it may be used to
transport acids and similar corrosive chemicals. UPVC piping is classified as class 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 15 or
18. The classification relates to the maximum working pressure, from 0.45 MPa to 1.8 MPa at 20°C.
As a means of identification, UPVC is coloured:
Dark grey
Light grey
Orange
Yellow
Off white
Cream

-

soil waste and vent pipe
electrical conduit
conduit for use underground
gas pipelines
pressure pipe
sewer and stormwater pipe

Flexible PVC is probably best known in its form as green garden hose. It is also available as clear or
in various colours and is utilised for transporting a variety of fluids.
Some of the properties claimed for PVC pipes are lightness, varying degrees of flexibility, low cost,
fast assembly, low frictional loss owing to the very smooth bore, good chemical resistance, low
maintenance.
Some disadvantages are exposure to sunlight can cause problems, PVC has a high coefficient of
expansion so that expansion joints may be required, limited working temperature (continuous
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operation above 70°C should be avoided), low strength (especially at elevated temperatures). Internal
erosion occurs if an abrasive material is conveyed.
Polyethylene pipe (Polythene) is popular as the black plastic pipe used for conveying water on
domestic and farming properties, or the small diameter tubes used for `trickle’ irrigation systems.
Polyethylene is classified in two ways:
1.

Type 30, 40 or 50 specifies the type of material used in the extrusion process.

2.

Class 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12 and 15 relates to the maximum working pressure for the pipe (0.3 MPa to
1.5 MPa). The working pressures are, of course, reduced at higher temperatures.

The pipe is available from 8 mm nominal bore up to 700 mm nominal bore. It is supplied in 6 metre
lengths or the smaller diameter types are also available in coil form. The black colouring is owing to
the addition of carbon black as a protection against ultra-violet light degradation should the pipe be
exposed to sunlight.
Polypropylene pipe has similar properties to PVC and polythene. It has a slightly higher temperature
resistance than PVC and better chemical resistance than polythene but at low temperatures,
polypropylene becomes brittle. Thus, its major application is the conveying of corrosive materials at
elevated temperatures.
Nylon is another very stable plastic used for pipes but because this difficult to extrude, its diameter is
normally limited to 25 millimetres. Nylon tubing is commonly used for compressed air installations.
PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) is an inert thermo-plastic that is virtually immune to chemical attack.
It neither absorbs nor is wetted by water - as a non-stick material it is used to line non-stick frying
pans. Its working temperature is 100°C to 250°C.

Pipe Connecting Methods
Pipe may be joined together by methods ranging from the simple welding of two ends together to the
use of a complex fitting that not only joins the pipes but also allows the pipes to be separated easily at
a later date.
Before discussing the methods used, it is necessary to be introduced to the terminology of pipe
jointing components. The following fittings may be used on threaded steel pipe but the same type
would be used for a fitting assembled by welding, or a plastic fitting assembled by using a solvent
cement.

Socket

Reducing
Socket
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Cap

blocks off the external end of
a pipe

Union

joins similar pipes externally
with a fitting that may be
uncoupled at a later date

Bush

adaptor for differing pipe
sizes

Bend

90° turn available in several
radii

Elbow

short or tight bend

Tee

three-way junction

Pipe Jointing
Table 2.1 illustrates a range of methods for joining pipes. The table indicates the form of the
connection and the type of pipes on which the joint may be used.

TYPE OF JOINT
THREADED

CHARACTERISTICS
The jointing compound depends on the chemical
characteristics of the fluid conveyed, the fluid
temperature and whether the joint is permanent or has to
be dismantled at a later date. Typically, a PTFE tape or
fluid is used to assist sealing.
Mainly used for steel pipes, and for specialised plastic
pipes.

FUSION

Fusion is the use of welding for steel and aluminium
pipes, brazing for copper pipes and hot gas for a plastic
pipe.
A permanent fixture.
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SOCKET & RUBBER SEAL

The socket has a groove that retains a synthetic rubber
seal (O ring).
Allows some relative movement of the pipes after
installation. Used for fibre-cement, concrete and cast
iron pipes.

SOCKET & SOLVENT

Similar to fusion but mating of the two parts achieved
by coating with a solvent cement.
Used for plastic pipes.

COMPRESSION

A sleeve or ferrule is placed over the pipe and, as the
nut is tightened, the sleeve deforms slightly to retain the
pipe.
Used for copper, plastic and steel pipe less than 35 mm
diameter.

FLARED

A special flaring tool is used to open out the end of the
pipe, then the deformed pipe is retained in a special
fitting.
Widely used by plumbers for coupling to copper pipe.

FLANGED

The joint relies on a gasket between the parallel flanges
to provide sealing, and bolts to maintain the seal
pressure. The flanges may be welded to the pipe (steel,
plastic) or be retained with a seal and separate bolts
(concrete).
The flange sizes and bolt diameter or pitches are made
to an Australian Standard so that they align with similar
flanges on valves. Ideal for pipes that have to be
occasionally separated.
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Unit 2.2 Valve Types
VALVE
GATE VALVE

CHARACTERISTICS
A vertical shutter or plate rises or falls in the face of the fluid
flow. The gate may be tapered (wedge shape) or parallel with
spring-loaded sealing faces. The gate is raised and lowered by
rotating a handwheel.
Gate valves are general-purpose valves, with industrial and
domestic (e.g. reticulation) uses. It is intended for shut off use
rather than for throttling purposes.
Available in a range of materials, from bronze and cast iron to
plastic.
Sizes from 3 mm to 1300 mm inlet/exit diameter.
Pressure range from -100 kPa to 70 MPa.

GLOBE VALVE

A globe valve is similar to the type used on domestic water taps,
with a rising stem and a tapered disc entering a valve seat. The
`globe’ name derives from the globular shape of the valve body.
In industry, a globe valve is used for throttling applications,
such as the control of steam flow.
Because the fluid flow is through two 90° bends, there is a high
pressure drop, but the short travel of the disc means the valve
opens quickly.
Types are available to suit pipes from 3 mm to 800 mm
diameter.
Pressure range -100 kPa to 70 MPa.
A needle valve is similar to a globe valve but has a tapered
needle that moves into an orifice. Needle valves are used for
metering, which is the precise control of flow.
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VALVE
DIAPHRAGM VALVE

CHARACTERISTICS
A diaphragm valve (often called a Saunders valve) consists of a
flexible diaphragm that is raised or lowered onto an aperture.
These valves are particularly suitable for handling corrosive
liquids, because the liquid cannot come in contact with the valve
operating mechanism or the outside air. The valve opens
quickly.
High pressure control is not possible because of the forces on
the diaphragm, and pressure drop is high.
Types are available from 3 mm to 600 mm.
Pressure range -100 kPa to 2 MPa.

BALL VALVE

This valve is composed of a spherical centre that rotates
between seals. Operation requires 90° rotation between open
and closed.
Size 6 mm to 900 mm diameter.
Pressure range 0 kPa to 50 MPa.
A similar design but with a tapered core instead of a ball is
called a plug valve. By making the hole through the plug Lshaped, the valve may be used to direct the flow to more than
one outlet.

BUTTERFLY VALVE

A butterfly valve is used for controlling the flow in large
pipelines. It has low operating torque (because the applied fluid
forces tend to be balanced) and is quick acting with 90°
operation. Also useful where the flowing fluid has suspended
solids.
For a pressure-tight seal, the butterfly disc engages with a
rubber seal set in the valve body.
Size 50 mm to 1500 mm diameter.
Pressure range -100 kPa to 10 MPa.
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VALVE
NON-RETURN VALVE

CHARACTERISTICS
The ball allows flow to take place in one direction only. Some
versions have a disc or piston rather than a ball.
A light spring may be added to ensure that the ball returns to the
correct sealing position.

RELIEF VALVE

Spring load is applied to the ball, which retains the fluid under
pressure. When the fluid pressure exceeds the set value, the ball
lifts and allows fluid to escape. More sophisticated versions
have a snap action that decreases the open to closed differential.
Also called a safety valve because it will vent excess pressure.

Unit 2.3 Filters and Strainers
Filters and strainers are used to remove contaminating particles from a system. The terms filter and
strainer are often used for the same item, but there is a difference between each.
A strainer may be defined as “a device for the removal of solids from a fluid wherein
the resistance to motion of the solids is in a straight line”.
A filter may be defined as “a device for the removal of solids from a fluid wherein the
resistance to motion of the solids is a tortuous path”.
In simpler terms, a filter is composed of a dense material and which has depth, whereas a strainer
normally is a flat surface containing holes or slots.
A filter is measured in microns (mm or micrometres), which is the size of the smallest particle that
will pass through the filter. To be more precise, because a filter cannot provide 100% action, the
micron rating indicates the filter’s ability to remove 98% of the solid particles. Thus, a filter
nominally rated at 40 microns should remove 98% of particles bigger than 40 microns.
Filters are specified by their filtration rating, plus their maximum fluid flow rate (with an acceptable
pressure drop).
Filters are typically made of paper, such as in vehicle lubrication systems, hydraulic systems and
swimming pools. Other materials used are sintered metal (air filtration), ceramic and woven metal.
The choice of filter material depends on the fluid conveyed, working temperature, ability to withstand
pressure and ability to be cleaned. For instance, a paper filter may be reinforced to provide filtration
down to 0.5 microns at 150°C. Sintered metal (bronze or stainless steel) may be used for 2 to 65
micron rating where the conveyed fluid is corrosive.
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Unit 2.4 Fluid Instruments
A range of instruments is used to measure fluid systems, for such variables as pressure, temperature
and flow. The following equipment is a sample of the type of instruments found in industry, rather
than in a laboratory setting.

Pressure
MANOMETER

Pressure in pipes A and B act on the fluid in the U-tube, such that
the resultant elevation (h) is an indication of the difference in
pressures between A and B. By combining the elevation (h) with
the manometer fluid’s density, the pressure difference may be
calculated. If one side of the manometer is open to the atmospheric
pressure, then (h) represents the gauge pressure in one pipe.
Typical fluids used are coloured water, kerosene and mercury (for
higher pressures)

PIEZOMETER

A piezometer may be likened to a leak in a garden hose - a jet of
water rises to an elevation equivalent to the pressure in the hose.
The height (h) may be measured and used in conjunction with the
density of the pipe’ fluid to indicate pipe pressure.
For accurate operation, the piezometer tube height must be
measured vertically and be at a right angle to the fluid flow.

BOURDON TUBE
GAUGE

The Bourdon tube has an elliptical cross-section that deforms when
pressurised internally. Tube deflection is transmitted via a gear
quadrant to an indicating needle. A negative pressure (vacuum)
causes reverse operation, or for a vacuum gauge the mechanism
linkage is reversed.
The tube is made of steel (high pressures) or bronze.
For accuracy, a gauge should only be used for the middle 80% of
its scale range.
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Temperature
MERCURY
THERMOMETER

A glass capillary tube has a thin-walled reservoir at its base. The
bulb is filed with mercury and as the temperature rises, the mercury
expands and rises in the capillary tube. Graduations on or near the
tube allow the temperature to be assessed.
As mercury has a boiling point above 350°C and a freezing point
below -35°C, this type of thermometer has a range that is adequate
for most industrial purposes.
For a lesser temperature range (-100°C to +70°C) and cheaper
construction, coloured alcohol is used instead of mercury.

THERMOCOUPLE

Dissimilar metals, such as copper and constantan (40% nickel and
60% copper) are welded together at the `hot junction’. If the
junction is heated, a small voltage is generated. The voltage may be
directly related to temperature.
By the use of suitable wires for the junction, temperatures up to
1650°C may be measured.

Flow
VENTURI METER

Fluid flow passes through a convergent-divergent pipe. As the fluid
velocity increases at the smaller diameter (the throat) so the
pressure in the fluid decreases. By measuring the pressure at the
entry p1 and the throat p2, the flow may be calculated. Some losses
occur, but because of the gradual change in diameter, a venturi
meter is about 97% efficient. A venturi is useful where the fluid
flow contains suspended solids.
A venturi may also be placed in an open channel, where the same
changes in velocity occur, but as the pressure cannot be measured
the change of fluid elevation is used to calculate the flow.
The venturi principle is used in a carburettor, to draw fuel into the
engine air flow.
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ORIFICE METER

A smooth-edged orifice is placed in a pipe carrying fluid flow. A
pressure drop occurs across the orifice, and the flow may be
calculated from the pressure drop and the orifice diameter.
The orifice is made to a Standard, so its operating characteristics
may be predicted.
An orifice meter is about 60% efficient, but is simple to construct
and install.

PITOT TUBE

The pitot tube is composed of two concentric tubes. Flow impacts
on the end of the inner tube and the total pressure in the pipe or
duct (velocity pressure plus static pressure) is measured at p1 . The
static pressure in the pipe or duct is sampled through holes in the
side of the outer tube and measured at p2.
By the use of a manometer or differential pressure gauge, the value
of p2 may be deducted from p1 and the velocity pressure
determined.
Because the velocity near the walls of a duct is less than at the
centre, several readings are taken across the duct (a traverse) and
the average taken.
Pitot tubes are manufactured to a Standard and are about 98%
efficient. Mainly used for measuring the velocity in a ventilation or
extraction duct.
A vertical tapered tube carries a float, which rises as the flow
around the float increases, due to the pressure drop causing a
resultant upward force on the float. Although the float displacement
versus flow rate may be calculated, the Rotameter is calibrated by
the manufacturer.

ROTAMETER

Suitable for gas or liquid flow.
Note that the tube must be kept vertical. The calibration is only
correct if the fluid is at the original calibration temperature,
because the fluid’s mass density changes with temperature, which
in turn affects the movement of the float.
Low pressure versions use a tapered glass tube. High pressure
versions use a stainless steel tube and magnetic coupling between
the float and an external indicator.

VANE ANEMOMETER

The name Rotameter is actually a trade name - the meter should be
called a variable area flow meter.
A small hand-held multi-bladed fan is positioned in the axis of an
air flow. An impulse from each revolution of the fan is
electronically collected, relative to time, and output to a display as
metres per second - the air flow velocity. In practice, a reading is
taken, the digital display locked and then the value recorded. Care
must be taken that the fan is at right angles to the air flow and at a
position in the flow that is representative of the average velocity.
Used to measure the velocity of air from ventilation grilles, or the
inlet velocity to extraction hoods.
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HOT WIRE
ANEMOMETER

The resistance of a wire varies with temperature. A thin wire
carrying a voltage is exposed to an air flow. The flow cools the
wire and the resultant change in current flow is related to air flow
across the wire.
Used for low flow rates, in confined spaces or where fast response
is required.

Unit 2.5 Fluid Storage
You are required to be aware of a range of terminology related to the storage of fluids.

STORAGE TANKS
Tanks for the storage of fluids may be manufactured or purchased `ready-made’. The tank material is
dependent on the fluid to be retained - low carbon steel may be adequate for oil whereas stainless
steel or glass-lined tanks may be used for a corrosive material. A major use is made of resin-bonded
fibreglass, because it may be easily formed to any shape, is strong and resists corrosion.
Tanks are ideally made circular for strength (maximum retention of pressure). All tanks to be
constructed should be carefully analysed, with respect to the internal forces applied by the fluid to the
walls of the tank, plus the maximum loading that may occur on the base of the tank.

PRESSURE VESSELS
Tanks used for the storage of fluids under pressure require special design procedures to the relevant
Code (Australian Standard) and have to be pressure-tested after construction. The material used and
the weld size and strength is all carefully controlled. A pressure vessel in operation is like a bomb - a
fracture can cause major damage.
Because the tanks can deteriorate in use, they are pressure-tested and visually inspected internally at
regular intervals. Pressure testing is done hydrostatically - the tank is filled with water and hydraulic
pressure applied with a hand pump. Air pressure must never be used for testing - if the tank was to
fracture loss of life could occur.

HEADER TANKS
A header tank is simply a tank that supplies a constant head to a system or process. If a constant
supply (constant flow rate) of water or any chemical compound is required, then the supply must be at
a constant pressure or elevation or head. To achieve this, an elevated supply tank is used that has its
level carefully controlled, via a ball float valve (similar to a toilet cistern) or a more sophisticated
level controller. In addition to a level control valve, an overflow pipe is fitted in case the level control
fails and excess fluid has to be discharged.

SURGE TANK
When flow takes place in a pipe, the flowing medium has velocity and mass, so it contains kinetic
energy. If the flow is halted abruptly, such as would occur if a valve were suddenly closed, the kinetic
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energy is transformed to pressure energy. The resultant rapid rise in pressure in the pipe is called
hydraulic shock. An indication of hydraulic shock is a loud noise in the pipe, plus possible movement
of pipe components. In severe cases, the pipe may fracture or a valve or fitting could disintegrate. In a
domestic water system, hydraulic shock may be experienced if a tap in suddenly closed.
In large pipelines, hydraulic shock can cause major damage.
A surge tank is composed of a tank that is in the pipe line prone to shock. It is partially filled with
fluid and is open at the top (for low pressures systems) or has a gas pressure above the fluid (for
higher pressure systems). In some cases, a flexible membrane is present between the fluid and the gas.
When the shock occurs, the fluid rises in the surge tank, which dissipates some of the energy of the
shock.
One application of surge tanks is in the large pipelines supplying hydroelectric turbines in Tasmania.
On occasions, the turbines have to be stopped quickly and tanks, which may be three metres diameter
and fifty metres high, absorb the pressure surge.

RESERVOIRS
Any open storage area for fluids may be called a reservoir. Normally a reservoir is man-made by
excavating a hole in the ground, or using a natural valley in the land and retaining the fluid with a dam
wall.

WEIRS
Weirs are used for two purposes; maintaining a fluid level or for measurement of fluid flow.
A flat-topped weir across a creek keeps the up-stream level almost constant, so that the water may be
used year-round for recreation, irrigation or industrial supplies.
A specially shaped weir is used to measure fluid flow, where the elevation of the fluid upstream of the
weir may be used to calculate the flow in cubic metres per second. For varying flow rates, the weir
may have a vee shape in its surface (a vee notch weir) - the vee accommodates a range of flow rates
from very low to medium. For higher and more constant flow rates, a rectangular-shaped weir is used
(a rectangular notch weir).
To record the elevation of the fluid upstream from the weir, a settling tank is built, which avoids
difficulties that could occur if direct measurement was attempted on the turbulent surface of the fluid.

Unit 2.6 Pumps and Compressors
The term pump tends to be used for a machine to convey liquids, whereas a compressor is used to
reduce the volume of a gas.
Pumps have two main categories, positive displacement and non-positive displacement.
Non-positive displacement pumps convey fluid relative to the restriction applied to the pump - if the
pump outlet is restricted, the flow is reduced. Generally speaking, this type of pump may be started
with the outlet closed (started under load) and will consume minimum power at low outputs. Because
of their non-positive flow, the maximum pressure that can be sustained at the pump is not high. To
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sustain higher pressures, such as required for a steam boiler feed pump, the pump is multi-staged,
which means that several pumps are placed in series. Connecting any pump in series with another
increases the pressure, whereas connecting pumps in parallel increases the flow.
Typically, non-positive pumps are of the centrifugal type, where an impeller takes the fluid and
accelerates it tangentially, such that the increase in fluid velocity is converted to pressure. Centrifugal
pumps consist of a rotating impeller with vanes that direct the fluid flow. A typical example of such a
pump is the type used for domestic water bores.
Positive displacement means that, for each revolution or each stroke of the pump, a set volume of
fluid is transferred. Examples of such pumps are those used for oil hydraulic systems, piston-type
pumps and those used for chemical dosing.
A positive displacement pump must never have its outlet completely closed because this could cause
the pump drive motor to stop, the drive shaft to shear or the pump to disintegrate. Such pumps have a
form of relief valve in their output line, so that the flow may be vented if the system pressure exceeds
a set value.
Typical positive displacement pump types are reciprocating piston, vane and gear - the latter being the
type often used for vehicle lubrication systems.
Compressors have similar categories to pumps - positive and non-positive. A popular positive
displacement compressor is the reciprocating piston type, used for compressing air and in
refrigeration systems. Being positive, the outlet from the compressor must contain a relief valve to
vent excess pressure, plus an unloader valve or a pressure switch to control the compressor’s on-off
cycle.
Non-positive compressors are radial or axial bladed, (sometimes called a blower), which are used for
high-volume low-pressure applications. One interesting type draws in a large volume of oil with the
air, which it uses for sealing and for transferring heat from the air. The oil is separated from the air
after compression and cooled for reuse.

Unit 2.7 Actuators
To convert compressed air or hydraulic oil to linear or rotary output requires a suitable actuator.
For linear operations, a piston is used within a cylinder, often called a ram in hydraulics. Output force
is related to the piston diameter and applied pressure. For an air pressure of 600 kPa or a hydraulic
pressure of 15 MPa, the output forces can be quite high. In general, compressed air is used where low
forces and high speeds are required. Hydraulic power is used where high forces and precise control of
speed is required.
For rotary operations, rotary actuators are available. For limited rotation, say up to 360°, a piston or
vane type actuator is used. For continuous rotary operation, hydraulic or pneumatic (compressed air)
motors are available. Pneumatic motors are useful in hazardous situations where electrical power is
inadvisable, or in underwater applications. Hydraulic motors are used where high torque easilycontrolled output is required in a small space. Speed control and reversal of rotational direction of a
hydraulic motor is a simple task.
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Sample Competency Test 2
1.

Describe four types of pipe used in engineering. Include typical properties and applications of
each type.

2.

Explain, with the aid of sketches, three methods of joining two pipes together.

3.

Name and sketch three types of pipe fittings.

4.

State a typical application for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

gate valve
globe valve
butterfly valve
diaphragm valve.

5.

With the aid of a sketch, explain one device that may be used for measuring pressure and
vacuum

6.

You have been asked to check the velocity of air flow in an air conditioning duct. Suggest a
suitable system for conducting the test and any special points to be considered during the test.
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Section 3

Fluid Statics
LEARNING OUTCOME
State the basic principles of fluid statics and use these principles to determine static fluid pressure and
forces.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of your study of this Section, you will be able to:

· state Pascal’s Law and Archimedes’ Principle
· calculate the pressure at any depth in a liquid
· calculate the magnitude and location of a force acting on a surface (horizontal, vertical or inclined)
due to fluid pressure
· calculate the magnitude and location of buoyancy forces.

Unit 3.1 Pascal’s Law
Pascal’s Law states that, when a pressure is applied to a contained fluid, the pressure is transmitted
throughout the fluid without loss.
This simple principle can be illustrated with a braking system on a car - when a force is applied to the
hydraulic fluid the force is converted to a pressure that is transmitted throughout the vehicle, and
applied to all brakes equally. The actual output force at the brakes depends on the size of the slave
cylinder, but an equal pressure is available to provide the output force.
Pascal’s Law is a statement of one of the principles of fluid mechanics, with particular reference to
what happens when a fluid is static, as opposed to dynamic. In other words, we are only considering
static pressures and forces, not moving forces.
Other important principles for a static fluid are:
The pressure at any point in a fluid is the same in all directions.
In other words, a pressure is not considered to act in any one direction, but radially from a point in a
fluid.
The pressure in a fluid acts at right angles to the walls of its container.
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This concept is important, especially when we consider later the forces applied to an object that is
submersed beneath a fluid.

Unit 3.2 Pressure in a Fluid
At this point, although we are considering fluids generally, we will tend to consider liquids because,
although the principles apply to a gas, the variations in pressure in a gas due to elevation/depth are
negligible due to its low mass density.
Pressure in a static liquid depends on its mass density (r) and the vertical distance (h) from the point
considered to the surface of the liquid.
If we consider a column of liquid, with a base of area a and height h, then the pressure acting on the
base may be determined:
load
area
volume ´ weight density
=
area
a´h´ r ´ g
=
a
= h´ r ´ g

pressure =

This may be restated as:
pressure = mass density x gravitational acceleration x height
or, in symbol format:
p = rgh
The units used are base units:
N/m2 for pressure (p)
kg/m3 for mass density (r)
m for height (h).
As a reminder, and so that it does not have to be restated in examples, the mass density of fresh water
is accepted as 1000 kg/m3 and for sea water as 1024 kg/m3.
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EXERCISE
A reservoir supplies fresh water through a pipe to a town 83 metres below the
reservoir. Calculate the pressure in the town (assuming the water is static)
pressure = r ´ g ´ h
= 1000 ´ 9.8 ´ 83
= 813 kPa

Note that the above pressure is a gauge pressure, because it is the calculated
pressure above atmospheric pressure.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 3.1
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those at the end of these notes.
1.

Pressure intensity equals the weight density of a fluid multiplied by the ___________.

2.

The pressure intensity at any point in a fluid is the same. (True/False)

3.

A 10 metre column of fresh water would have a pressure at its base of ____________.

4.

Gauge pressure is always a positive value. (True/False)

5.

What would be the pressure applied to a mercury barometer (a column of mercury) if its
height was 765 mm? Mercury has a mass density of 13.6 x 103 kg/m3)

6.

Determine the pressure applied to a submarine at a depth of 300 m in seawater.

7.

What depth of oil of relative density of 0.75 will produce a pressure of 27.5 kPa?

8.

What height of fresh water would produce a pressure of 27.5 kPa?

9.

Convert a pressure caused by 600 mm of mercury to the height of oil with relative density of
0.75 producing the same pressure.

10.

Units of force are kilograms. (True/False)

Unit 3.3 Manometers
Manometers are used to rapidly measure low pressures of a gas or liquid. The term used of low
pressures is because a manometer is limited by its height, particularly if one side of the manometer is
open to the atmospheric pressure. For example, the manometer shown in Figure 3.1 would only
measure about 10 kPa if its maximum value of h were one metre.
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Fig. 3.1 Manometer
For the system shown in Figure 3.1, the previous formula may be used to evaluate p1, given that the
mass density of the manometric fluid is 1000 kg/m3 and h = 1000 mm.
pressure ( p1 ) = r ´ g ´ h
= 1000 ´ 9.8 ´1
= 9.8 kPa

Note that this pressure is a gauge pressure, because the right hand side of the manometer is open to
atmosphere and was neglected in the calculation. If the value of p2 is to be taken into account, the
calculation changes.
The best approach to this type of calculation is to consider the pressure at XX. Because XX is at the
same level, then the pressure on either side of the manometer at that point is equal. An equation may
be set up to reflect this equality.
p1 = (pressure due to column of water) + p 2
p1 = ( r ´ g ´ h) + p 2
= (1000 ´ 9.8 ´1) + (101.3 ´ 10 3 )
= 111.1 kPa

Note that this is now an absolute pressure, and is 101.3 kPa higher than the gauge pressure originally
calculated.
If the manometer is a differential manometer, that is, has two different fluids, then both fluids must be
considered. It could be argued that all manometers use two fluids because the air in Figure 3.1 above
the water is a fluid, but because of the wide difference in mass densities between air and water (1.23
against 1000) the effect of the air is neglected. A different situation occurs in Figure 3.2, where the
pipelines carry water and the manometer contains mercury.
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Fig. 3.2 Differential Manometer
As in the previous example, the best procedure for solving this type of problem is to consider the
common pressure at XX. Because we need to include the pressure due to the column of water on top
of the mercury, and the height is unknown, we will use a height of z metres from XX to the centreline
of the pipes.
Consider a case where the value of h is 350 mm and, as previously stated, the pipes contain water and
the manometer contains mercury. To calculate the difference in pressure between the two pipes:
Considering the left hand side above XX:
pressure at XX = p1 + (pressure due to column of water )
= p1 + rgh
= p1 + (1000 ´ 9.8 ´ z )

Considering the right hand side above XX:
pressure at XX = p2 + (pressure due to column of Hg) + (pressure due to column of H 2O)
= p2 + (13.6 ´ 103 ´ 9.8 ´ 0.35) + (1000 ´ 9.8 ´ [ z - 0.35])

Subtracting the two pipe pressures (to obtain the difference in pressure between the two pipes):
p1 - p 2 = (13.6 ´10 3 ´ 9.8 ´ 0.35) + (1000 ´ 9.8 z ) - (1000 ´ 9.8[ z - 0.35])
= ( 46.64 ´10 3 ) + (9.8 ´10 3 z ) - (9.8 ´10 3 z ) - (3.43 ´ 10 3 )
= 43.21 kPa

Although the previous example might appear quite complex, it is just a statement of the pressures that
occur at the common datum XX. Make sure you are conversant with the previous solution because
this type of problem often occurs in fluid mechanics.

INCLINED MANOMETERS
A standard vertical manometer may be used for measuring a range of low pressures, but if it is
required to measure a very low pressure, the manometer may be inclined at a suitable angle to
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increase the scale displacement for a given pressure. This means that the inclined manometer may be
used to provide ten or more times the precision of a vertical manometer.
Figure 3.3 illustrates a typical inclined manometer that may be formed from glass or plastic tube.
The true change in elevation of the manometric fluid is related to the displacement up the slope (x)
and the sine of the angle q:
h = x sin q

Fig. 3.3 Inclined Manometer
Figure 3.4 illustrates a commercial version of an inclined manometer. In Figure 3.4, the reservoir
(below p1) is large so that its surface level does not vary excessively. The tube is angled initially, then
a curve at the end is added to stop higher pressures from ejecting the manometric fluid. The scale is
relatively linear, and is calibrated by the manufacturer. The magnification scale is related to the sine
of the angle of the manometer.

Fig. 3.4 Commercial Inclined Manometer

Unit 3.4 Forces on Submerged Surfaces
As part of your employment duties, you may be required to calculate the forces applied to the side or
base of a tank holding water, or the forces on a dam wall or retaining wall. This unit introduces the
concepts of force applied to a submerged area and, in particular, where the force is considered to act.
As has already been discussed, the pressure due to depth is related simply to the depth and the mass
density of the fluid. The greater the depth, the greater the pressure - the relationship is linear.
To calculate the force applied to an immersed face, such as the wall of a dam, the pressure must be
calculated and then the force determined. The depth used to calculate the pressure is taken at the
centroid - that is, the vertical distance to the centre of area. For instance, on a rectangular or circular
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face, the applied pressure is calculated from the vertical depth to the centre of the rectangle or circle.
For a triangular face, it would be to two thirds of the depth, because the centroid of a triangle is one
third of its height up from its base.
EXAMPLE
Calculate the pressure and the force applied to a vertical wall of a dam that is 3 metres wide and
6 metres deep, if it has water to the top of one side of the wall.
Pressure = rgh
= 1000 ´ 9.8 ´

6
2

= 29.4 kPa
Force = pressure ´ area
= 29.4 ´ 10 3 ´ (3 ´ 6)
= 705.6 kN

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 3.3
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those given at the end of these
notes.
1.

A 2 metre diameter circular door is set into the side of a vertical wall, with the centre of the
door 6.5 m below the surface of water. Calculate the force applied to the door.

2.

A vertical bulkhead is 2 metres wide and 3.7 metres high. It has fresh water on one side to a
depth of 3 metres and seawater on the other side to a depth of 3.5 metres. Calculate the
resultant force on the door.

3.

A dam wall is at 45° to the horizontal and has water against its face to the top of the dam. The
face of the dam is 7 metres wide and 5 metres down its angled face. Calculate the force on the
dam. (Hint: first calculate the vertical distance to the centre of area of the dam face)

Unit 3.5 Centre of Pressure
To date, we have assumed that the force due to pressure on a submerged area acts at the centroid
(centre of area). In practice of course, the force (due to pressure) is applied over the whole face,
increasing from zero at the top to a maximum value at the bottom. For calculations involving the
effects of applied forces, we need to establish a point where the force may be considered to act.
By the use of calculus and integrating the applied force from the top to the bottom of a submerged
area, it can be shown that the force may be considered to act at a point slightly below the centroid.
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The point where the force acts is called the centre of pressure. It is located at a distance below the
centroid equal to the (radius of gyration)2 divided by the distance from the fluid surface to the
centroid. In formula form:
Distance of the centre of pressure below the centroid =

k2
h

Where k is the radius of gyration (metres) about the centroid
h is the distance from the fluid surface to the centroid (metres), measured along the face of the
centroid (of the submerged surface).
The concept of radius of gyration is dealt with in detail in some mathematical modules, but it may be
considered as the radius at which the mass or area of a body is considered to act. The radius of
gyration varies for differing geometrical shapes, plus it has a different value for an axis that passes
through the centroid of a shape from that of an axis through the edge of a shape.
For a rectangle, the radius of gyration about the top edge:
k=

D
12

where D = the depth of the rectangle

For a circle, the radius of gyration about the top:
k=

D
where D = the diameter of the circle
4

Note that you are not expected to remember the values for the radius of gyration - the information is
available in reference material.
EXAMPLE
A dam wall is 6 metres wide and 10 metres deep, with water to the top. Calculate the force on the wall
and the distance from the top where the force may be considered to act.
Pressure at the centroid = rgh
10
= 1000 ´ 9.8 ´
2
= 49 kPa
Force on the wall = 49 ´ 10 3 ´ (6 ´10)
= 2.94 MN
C of P below the centroid =

k2
D
where k =
h
12
2

æ 10 ö
10
÷÷ divided by
= çç
2
è 12 ø
= 1.66 m
So the centre of pressure is 6.66 metres from the top
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Of interest in the previous example is that the centre of pressure is at two thirds of the distance from
the top of the wall - this fact is useful to remember (for rectangular faces) because it provides a quick
indication of the C of P location.

EXAMPLE
A circular door 0.8 metres diameter is located in the vertical wall of a water tank, with the axis of the
door 1.4 metres below the waterline. The door is pivoted about its horizontal centreline. Calculate the
torque that must be applied to the door to keep it closed.
Pressure at the centroid = rgh
= 1000 ´ 9.8 ´1.4
= 13.7 kPa

æ p ´ 0.8 2
Force on the door = 13.7 ´10 3 ´ çç
4
è
= 6.89 kN
C of P below the centroid =

ö
÷
÷
ø

D
k2
where k =
h
4
2

æ 0 .8 ö
=ç
÷ ¸ 1 .4
è 4 ø
= 28.6 mm
So torque = force ´ distance
= (6.89 ´ 10 3 ) ´ 0.0286

= 197 Nm

The previous examples were for vertical faces. Note that for inclined faces, the same formulae apply,
but be careful to use:
· the vertical distance to the centroid to calculate the pressure and force
· the distance along the face to the centroid to calculate the position of the centre of pressure.
CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 3.4
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those given at the end of these
notes.
1.

A storage tank contains fresh water. It has a base that is at 45° to the horizontal and in the
base is a 2 metre square hatch, hinged at the top and opening inwards. If the water surface is
3 metres above the hinge, calculate the torque to open the hatch.

2.

A tank is 2.85 metres wide and has a plate across its width. If the plate has 1.92 metres depth
of water on one side and 1.48 metres of fuel oil (with a mass density = 860 kg/m3) on the
other side. Calculate the force on each side of the plate, and the moment about the bottom
edge of the plate. Hint: determine the position of the centre of pressure for the water and for
the oil, take moments for each about the base, then subtract.
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3.

A butterfly valve operates in a 400 mm diameter pipe, the pipe being connected to the vertical
face of a tank. The centre of the pipe (and valve) is 1800 mm below the surface of the oil and
the oil has a mass density of 800 kg/m3. Calculate the torque required to open the valve,
which is pivoted about its horizontal axis.

Unit 3.6 Buoyancy
Archimedes’ Principle states that if a body is partly or totally immersed in a fluid, it receives an
upthrust equal to the weight of fluid displaced.
Another way of expressing this is to say that the upthrust (the vertical force due to the fluid) on a
body immersed in a fluid is equal to the weight of the fluid displaced.
The principle is not new but has been known for over 2000 years. Some applications are:
· the volume of an irregular solid can be determined by determining the apparent loss of weight
when the solid is immersed in a liquid of known mass density, such as water
· the relative density may be determined by comparing the mass of an immersed solid with its
apparent loss in mass when immersed
· the degree or percentage of flotation of a body may be calculated
· stability of a ship is related to its amount of buoyancy and its centre of buoyancy.
The Centre of Buoyancy is the point through which the buoyancy force acts. Another way of
considering the centre of buoyancy is to regard it as the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid.
EXAMPLE
A plastic drum is used as a marker buoy. It has a mass of 5 kg and a volume of 30 litres. If the drum is
held underwater (fresh water) by a rope, what is the tension in the rope?
The weight of the drum is 5 x 9.8 = 49 N
The upthrust is equal to the weight of water displaced by the drum:
= r x g x volume
= 1000 x 9.8 x (30 x 10-3) = 294 N
So the rope tension is 294 - 49 = 245 N
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 3.5
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those given at the end of these
notes.
1.

What would be the force necessary to just raise a steel block from the sea bed? The block is
1 m x 2 m x 1.5 m with a relative density of 7.8, and the relative density of seawater is 1.025.

2.

A rectangular barge is 5.4 m wide and 12 m long and has 1.5 m of its base floating in fresh
water. Calculate:
(a)
(b)

3.

the mass of the barge
its flotation depth in sea water.

A ship displaces 10 000 tonnes of fresh water. At a later date, after unloading some cargo, it
displaces 8500 tonnes of seawater. Assuming that the ship has a constant water-line area of
1840 m2, calculate its change in draught (depth of immersion) between the fresh and seawater.

Sample Competency Test 3A
1.

A 4 metre wide seawater lock gate has seawater on the outside (relative density 1.025) to a
depth of 3.4 metres. On the other side is 0.3 metres of oil (relative density 0.85) on top of
3 metres of fresh water. Calculate:
(a)
(b)

2.

the resultant force on the lock gate
the turning moment about the base of the lock gate due to the fluid forces.

The face of dam wall is angled at 45° to the horizontal. The dam wall is 2.7 metres wide by
2.7 metres down the immersed face of the wall. If there is fresh water to the top of the dam,
calculate:
(a)
(b)

the force on the dam wall
where the force acts, measured from the water surface along the angled dam face.

3.

A 200 litre drum initially has a mass of 30 kilograms. It is then half-filled with fresh water
and thrown into the sea (relative density 1.025). What percentage of the drum will be
immersed in the seawater?

4.

Calculate the force required to lift a 160 mm diameter cannon ball from the sea bed (relative
density of seawater is 1.025). The ball is made of cast iron with a mass density of 7800 kg/m3.
4
The volume of a sphere is p r 3
3
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Sample Competency Test 3B
1.

A tank has a plate covering a 300 mm diameter outlet in the vertical side of the tank. The
centre of the plate is 2.4 metres below the top of the tank and the water level is 0.4 metres
below the top of the tank. Calculate:
(a)
(b)

2.

the force on the circular plate due to the water pressure
where the force acts, relative to the centre of the circular plate.

A tank is 1800 mm long, 900 mm wide and 700 mm deep. If the tank is full of fresh water,
calculate:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

total weight of water in the tank
force applied to the base of the tank
force applied to the 900 x 700 side of the tank
where the side force acts on the side of the tank, relative to the top of the tank.

3.

A swimming pool has horizontal dimensions of 65 m by 105 m and extends 2.5 m below the
ground level. After heavy rain the ground is so saturated that the pool is effectively floating in
water. What upthrust does this exert on the pool?

4.

A marker buoy consists of a 400 mm diameter plastic drum that is 800 mm high. The drum is
weighted so that it floats upright and has a total mass of 28 kg. Calculate its depth of
immersion when floating in seawater (relative density 1.025).
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Section 4

Fluid Flow
LEARNING OUTCOME
Use the Continuity Equation and the Bernoulli Equation to determine the changes that will occur
when fluids flow through pipes or ducts of varying section or elevation.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of your study of this Section, you will be able to:

· describe the difference between steady and unsteady flow
· perform calculations for velocity, volume flow rate and mass flow rate of a fluid in pipes, with or
without branches
· explain the meaning of the various terms in the Bernoulli Equation and sketch or graph their
variation for ideal or real flow of a fluid through a tapered or inclined pipe or duct
· explain the causes of head loss for real fluid flow
· use the Bernoulli Equation with or without a head loss term to calculate property changes to a fluid
flowing from a tank to a pipe or through a tapered or inclined pipe or duct.

Unit 4.1 Steady and Unsteady Flow
When a fluid flows, there are generally minor changes of velocity in its flow pattern.
Consider a domestic water supply. If a tap is opened in a house, the supply appears to be constant, but
because other users may be opening a tap on the same supply line, the flow must vary so the velocity
varies.
Consider a supply that comes directly from a tank to the user - surely the supply is constant? As water
is used from a tank, the elevation of its surface drops, so there is a gradual reduction is supply head
(pressure) with subsequent reduction in velocity.
Water flowing in a river may appear steady. If it is observed adjacent to a narrowing of the river, such
as around the base of a bridge, the surface patterns show that some areas of the river are flowing
faster than others.
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Steady flow is when the velocity at a point in the fluid flow is constant. If the flow is not steady (as is
usually the case), it is classified as unsteady flow.
The reason for being so specific about the flow conditions is because the theory concerning fluid flow
is really assuming steady flow conditions. In a practical sense, predicting what is happening during
unsteady flow is close to impossible.
So, the following theories and formulae are all assuming steady flow conditions.

STREAMLINE
A streamline is a line drawn in a flowing fluid at any instant of time such that there is no flow across
that line. Thus, at the given instant, the velocity of every particle on the streamline is in a direction
tangential to the line.
Streamlines are used to provide an indication of the flow pattern in a velocity field. By considering a
number of streamlines, we can obtain a flow pattern for the field. For steady flow, the streamline
pattern does not change with time.
One point to realise about flow velocity is that it always varies across a pipe or duct. The flowing
fluid has viscosity, even if it is air, and the flow velocity may slow down, particularly towards the
wall of a pipe or duct. It may sound incorrect, but the velocity immediately adjacent to the wall of a
pipe is considered to be zero. For the same reason, velocity near the centre of a pipe is generally the
maximum.
If the velocity within a pipe was possible to see (and this may be done by introducing a dye into water
flow) the flow pattern across a pipe would appear like a parabola - slower near the walls and fast in
the centre.
Because of the variations in velocity, great care must be taken when taking velocity measurements
within a pipe or duct. For instance, if a pitot tube is being used to measure the velocity in an air
conditioning duct, a series of readings (at least ten) are taken in regions of equal area, then the
readings averaged. Equal area regions are easy to locate at fixed dimensions in a rectangular duct. For
circular ducts or pipes some mathematics is required - readings taken at equal increments across the
pipe would not be in regions of equal area.

Unit 4.2 Fluid Flow
The base units for measuring a fluid’s volume flow is cubic metres per second (m3/s). Some persons
in industry are abbreviating this to ‘cumecs’.
You will also encounter volume flows indicated in litres per second (L/s) because cubic metres per
second is a large unit and more applicable to the flow found in rivers or in very large pipelines.
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The relationship between velocity and volume flow is:
Flow (m3/s) = velocity (m/s) x cross-sectional area (m2)
As the symbols used are:
Q for volume flow
v for average velocity
A for cross-sectional area
this expression is usually written and remembered as:
Q = vA
Occasionally, the mass flow rate is required to be known. For instance, steam flow from a boiler is
rated in kilograms per second. To determine the mass flow rate, the mass density of the fluid is
incorporated:
Mass flow rate (kg/s) = velocity (m/s) x area (m2) x mass density ((kg/m3)
EXAMPLE
Calculate the volume flow in a pipe that is 35 mm diameter and carries hydraulic oil at 3 m/s. Then
calculate the mass flow, if the oil has a relative density of 0.8.
Q

= vA
æ p ´ 0.035 2
= 3 x çç
4
è
-3
= 2.88 x 10 m3/s

ö
÷
÷
ø
or 2.88 litres per second

Mass = (2.88 x 10-3) x (0.8 x 1000) = 2.3 kg/s
flow

Unit 4.3 Continuity Equation
Because the mass of a fluid flowing per second in a closed system must be constant, the previous
equation for volume flow or mass flow may be restated for a system. If various parts of a system are
indicated as 1 and 2 and 3, and the volume flow indicated as Q, then:
Q = v1A1 = v2A2 = v3A3
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This relationship is known as the Continuity Equation, which simply means that the multiple of
velocity and cross-sectional area at any point in a closed system must be constant. This concept is
important when calculating what is happening at one point in a system when the operating conditions
elsewhere are known.
EXAMPLE
A 250 mm diameter pipe carries water flowing at 87 litres per second. The main pipe divides into two
pipes, each 100 mm diameter. Calculate the velocity in the smaller pipes.
Assuming that the flow in each of the smaller pipes is equal and is half the main flow:
Q = vA
0.087
p ´ 0 .1 2
= v´
2
4
v = 5.53 m/s

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 4.3
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those given at the end of these
notes.
1.

Water flows in a pipe of 30 mm diameter at 2.6 L/s. If the pipe enlarges to 40 mm diameter,
calculate the volume flow rate and the flow velocity in the larger pipe.

2.

Maximum volume flow from a manufacturing process is 5.5 m3/h. If the pipe velocity must
not exceed 1 m/s, determine a suitable pipe diameter.

3.

Water flows from a tank and is measured at 55 litres in 25 seconds through a 50 mm diameter
hole. Calculate the volume flow rate in cubic metres per second and the flow velocity through
the hole.

Unit 4.4 Bernoulli Equation
The Bernoulli Equation is really a simple statement of the conservation of energy, applied to a fluid
system. The fact that the energy level in a fluid system is constant allows us to predict what the
pressure or the velocity will be at any point in the system.
Note: At this stage we are considering an ideal system - one where energy losses do not occur.
Considering two parts of the same system, identified by the suffixes 1 and 2, the Bernoulli Equation
states:
p1 v12
p 2 v 22
+
+ z1 =
+
+ z2
rg 2 g
rg 2 g
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where:
p is the pressure in newtons per square metre (or pascals)
v is the velocity in metres per second
z is the elevation in metres
Considering each term of the equation:
p
rg

is called the pressure head because it converts the pressure value to an equivalent head of
fluid in metres, based on the mass density of the fluid. This term is just a rearrangement of the
previous expression p = rgh

v2
2g

is called the velocity head because it converts the velocity value to an equivalent head in
metres. This term is a rearrangement of the velocity/time equation v2 = u2 + 2as with no initial
velocity so u = 0 and the acceleration a = g

z

is called the elevation (or head) in metres, and may be likened to a statement of potential
energy

You should write down the Bernoulli equation and add a sketch similar to Figure 4.1 to illustrate the
variables used, because it is used repeatedly in these notes and tests - you should be able to recall it
under test conditions.

Fig. 4.1 Bernoulli Variables
Just a few points that you should be aware of in connection with the Bernoulli equation:
· each term (pressure, velocity and elevation energy levels) has units of metres only, and is thus
often called the pressure head, velocity head and elevation head
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· in any use of the Bernoulli equation, always enter elevation (z) values relative to a datum level.
Above the datum is positive elevation and below the datum is negative elevation
· in any system, always take the values sequentially in the direction of flow. This means, for a given
system, the flow would be from z1 to z2 and then on to z3 and so on
· when considering the energy levels at the surface of a liquid, remember that the velocity is zero,
even if you are considering the velocity inside of a pipe that is collecting water from a surface
· when considering the pressure at the surface of a liquid, it is simpler to substitute zero (gauge
pressure) than to calculate in terms of absolute pressure values. Also, you must realise that the
pressure at the outlet to a pipe that is discharging to atmosphere (freely discharging) is zero gauge
pressure.
EXAMPLE
The diameter of a pipe changes gradually from 125 mm diameter bore at point A (which is 6 metres
above a datum) to 60 mm bore at point B (which is 2 metres above a datum). The pressure in the pipe
at A is 200 kPa absolute and the velocity at A is 2.8 m/s. If the fluid flowing is water, and neglecting
losses, determine the pressure at B.
First calculate the velocity at B. The flow is constant, so:
Q = v A A A = v B AB
p ´ 0.125 2
p ´ 0.06 2
= vB ´
4
4
v B = 12.152 m/s
= 2 .8 ´

Now substitute the values into the Bernoulli equation (leave in absolute units):
200 ´10 3

+

p
2 .8 2
12.152 2
+6 = 3B +
+2
2g
2g
10 ´ g

10 3 ´ g
p B = 169.3 kPa absolute

EXAMPLE
For the system shown in Figure 4.2, calculate the velocity of the water within the pipe at B.

Fig. 4.2
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For this problem, the datum passes through B. The solution is straightforward when it is realised that
the velocity at A is zero, and the pressure at A and B is zero (atmospheric).
p A v A2
p
v2
+
+ z A = B + B + zB
rg 2 g
rg 2 g
v B2
+0
2g
v B = 9.9 m/s

0 + 0+ 5 = 0 +

EXAMPLE
For the system shown in Figure 4.3, equate the energy levels at A and B to calculate the inlet pressure
at the pump (point B). The system is pumping oil of 850 kg/m3.

Fig. 4.3 Pumping System

First, calculate the velocity at B from the stated volume flow.

vB =

Q 2.5 ´10 -3
=
= 1.273 m/s
A p
2
´ 0.05
4

Next, substitute the values in the Bernoulli equation. Note that the velocity at A is considered to equal
zero, because it is the velocity at that level and not the velocity inside the pipe.
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p A v A2
p
v2
+
+ z A = B + B + zB
rg 2 g
rg 2 g
pB
1.273 2
+
+0
850 ´ g
2g
p B = 15.8 kPa gauge

0 + 0+2 =

EXAMPLE
For the siphon system shown in Figure 4.4, if the fluid is water, calculate:
(a)
(b)
(c)

flow velocity at A
the volume flow at A
the pressure at B

Hint:

Parts (a) and (b) may be determined by equating the energy level at C with the energy level at
A.
Part (c) may be determined by equating the energy level at B with the energy level at A.

Figure 4.4 Siphon

(a)

Consider C to A. Substituting in the Bernoulli equation:

4+0+0 = 0+0+

v A2
2g

v A = 4 ´ 2 g = 8.86 m/s

(b)
Q A = v A ´ AA
p ´ 0.075 2
4
= 39.1 L/s
= 8.86 ´
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(c)
p

Consider B to A (or C to B could be used)
p B 8.86 2
8.86 2
+
+6 = 0+
+0
rg
2g
2g
p B = -58.5 kPa gauge ( a vacuum)

HEAD LOSS
In practice, there will always be some form of pressure or head loss in a system. Basically, the major
losses occur when the flowing fluid is forced to suddenly change direction or change velocity - the
more severe the change, the higher the loss.
Losses can occur due to:
· sudden changes in pipe diameter
· fluid passage through a valve. This is particularly so through valves that provide a tortuous path,
such as a globe valve
· the use of many pipe fittings, especially those that include sharp turns or diameter changes
· fluid filtration devices, especially if they are undersized or partially blocked
· pipe in bad condition, such as rusty or containing deposits that roughen the pipe interior
The losses that occur may be specified in terms of head loss (metres) or pressure drop (kilopascals).
The whole topic of pipeline losses tends to have an empirical basis, which means that the values
quoted are derived from experimental results. Various formulae exist which predict the possible loss
in a system, but ultimately a system has to be built before its precise loss can be measured. Even when
a system is built, it will deteriorate with time so the value of the losses will gradually increase with
use. Obviously, the possible losses in a system must be predicted before it is built. No one would
consider building a hydroelectric scheme or installing water pipes for a new sub-division with only a
hope that the pipes would be suitable.
For the loses in pipes, pipe fittings and valves, standard charts or graphs exist that are produced by the
component manufacturer which provide loss values for their products. For pipes, the charts indicate
the pressure drop (in metres or kilopascals) that would occur for each hundred metres of pipe, for a
given pipe size and flow rate. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are loss charts for similar pipes but carrying
differing fluids. Figure 4.5 is for water and Figure 4.6 is for an oil. To use the figures, the pipe flow is
entered at the base of the chart and the point extended vertically until the pipe diameter line is
reached. The pipe flow velocity may then be read (from the other angled lines) or the head loss per
1000 m of pipe read from the left-hand scale. For example, for Figure 4.5 with a flow of 1.5 litres per
second through a 50 mm pipe indicates a frictional head loss of 15 m per 1000 m of pipe. The
indicated flow velocity is approximately 0.8 m/s.
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Fig. 4.5 Pipe friction loss chart for water
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Fig. 4.6 Pipe friction loss chart for oil
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Fig. 4.7 Valves and fittings equivalent length chart (or nomogram)
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For valves and pipe fittings, the charts indicate the equivalent head loss - the length of pipe with the
same loss as would occur across a given valve or fitting.
Equivalent head loss is used to predict how much more power is needed at a pump, of how much the
flow will be reduced for a gravity-feed system. Figure 4.7 shows such a chart for water. In use, a line
is drawn from the type of valve or fitting (left vertical line) to the pipe size (right vertical line). Where
the drawn line cuts the central vertical line indicates the equivalent length of pipe as the valve or
fitting. For instance, on Figure 4.7 a 30 mm foot valve indicates that it would have the same loss as
12 m of pipe.
To incorporate head losses in the Bernoulli equation, an additional term (hf) is used to represent the
system loss. As with the other Bernoulli terms, head loss is in metres.
p1 v12
p
v2
+
+ z1 = 2 + 2 + z 2 + h f
rg 2 g
rg 2 g

Figure 4.8 illustrates the concept of the energy content at any part of a system, with each energy
component being added together to obtain the overall total head value. One point to note is that the
velocity head is generally small compared to the pressure head. Ideally, the velocity in a system
should be kept to a minimum because the head loss is approximately proportional to the square of the
velocity.

Fig. 4.8 Components of Total System Head
EXAMPLE
Water flows from a reservoir through a series of pipes into an outdoor dam 120 metres below the
surface of the reservoir. If the discharge pipe is 50 mm diameter and the total system losses are
equivalent to five times the discharge velocity head, calculate the rate of discharge.
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p1 v12
p
v2
+
+ z1 = 2 + 2 + z 2 + h f
rg 2 g
rg 2 g
v22
5v 2
+0+ 2
2g
2g
v2 = 19.8 m/s

0 + 0 + 120 = 0 +

Q = v 2 ´ A2
p ´ 0.015 2
4
-3
= 38.9 ´ 10 m 3 /s
= 19.8 ´

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 4.4
Answer the following questions, and then check your answers with those given at the back of these
notes.
1.

A horizontal pipeline reduces from 175 mm diameter to 75 mm diameter. Water enters the
pipe at 3.6 m/s and 350 kPa gauge. For the 75 mm diameter output, calculate:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

velocity
pressure
pressure head
velocity head

2.

A pump is used to collect water from an underground tank. The tank water level is
5.44 metres below the pump and the flow is 25.5 litres per second through a 75 mm diameter
pipe. Calculate the pressure at the pump inlet.

3.

A pipe carrying a chemical solvent reduces from 75 mm diameter to 50 mm diameter. The
pressure is measured at the larger diameter as 10.22 kPa gauge and at the small diameter as
7.65 kPa gauge. If the mass density of the chemical is 790 kg/m3, calculate the volume flow
rate.

4.

A siphon is used to transfer some oil from one tank to another. The siphon pipe is 40 mm
diameter and is restricted to 25 mm at its outlet. The pipe rises 2.151 m above its inlet, and
the outlet is 0.485 m below the inlet. If the oil has a relative density of 0.855, calculate:
(a)
(b)

5.

discharge rate in litres per second
the minimum pressure in the siphon pipe.

A 100 mm diameter pipe is used to pump a chemical solution from an open tank to another
tank located 2.6 m above the supply. The head loss due to friction in the pipe is 1.8 m and the
solution has a mass density of 1040 kg/m3. If the pump is situated level with the lower tank,
calculate the outlet pressure at the pump.
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6.

Horizontal pipe of 150 mm diameter discharges 60 kg/s of an oil of relative density of 0.89.
At a point in the pipe, the pressure is 120 kPa gauge. Calculate the pressure head and the
velocity head at the point.

Sample Competency Test 4A
1.

A solar panel consists of 10 tubes of 19 mm diameter connected between a header and a
footer pipe. The footer and header pipes are the same diameter. If water flows through all the
pipes (through the footer, via the 10 pipes to the header) at 0.8 m/s. Calculate:
(a)
(b)

2.

the diameter of the footer (or header) pipe
the volume flow in litres per second.

A 150 mm diameter pipe carries water at 1.3 m/s up a slope of 1:45 (sine). If the entry to the
pipe is 4 m above a datum and the pressure is 40 kPa gauge, and the exit is 9.3 m above a
datum at atmospheric pressure, calculate:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the pressure head at the exit
the velocity head at the exit
the volume flow rate
the mass flow rate.

3.

A pump is located 1.2 metres above a salt water (mass density 1025 kg/m3) supply sump. Due
to the inlet strainer and the 100 mm diameter inlet pipe, there is a head loss of 1.6 metres in
the pump inlet pipe. The salt water is pumped at 24 L/s. Calculate the gauge pressure at the
inlet to the pump.

4.

45 L/s of oil (relative density 0.85) is pumped through a pipe that reduces from an inlet of
150 mm diameter to an outlet of 85 mm diameter. The inlet pressure is 145 kPa gauge and is
6 metres below the outlet. Friction head loss in the pipe is 1.8 metres. Calculate the factors
below, then sketch the system (approximately to scale). Include hydraulic gradient lines to
show:

·
·
·

total head
initial elevation head, pressure head and velocity head
final elevation head, pressure head, velocity head and head loss.

Sample Competency Test 4B
1.

A 40 millimetre pipe discharges 9.5 tonnes per hour of oil (relative density 0.85) into a
2.5 metres diameter circular tank. Calculate:
(a)
(b)

the oil velocity in the pipe
the time to fill the tank to a depth of 4.5 metres.
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2.

A horizontal 60 millimetre diameter pipe has a venturi meter fitted, with a throat of
45 millimetres diameter. The pressure before the venturi is 86 kPa gauge and the water
velocity is 2.3 metres per second. Calculate the pressure (in kPa) in the venturi throat if there
is a 1.3 metres head loss in the venturi.

3.

Fresh water is pumped at 26 L/s through a 100 mm diameter inlet pipe from an open tank. The
surface of the water in the tank is 3.2 m below the pump inlet and friction losses in the inlet
pipe are equivalent to 1.9 m of water. Calculate the inlet gauge pressure at the pump.
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Section 5

Fluid Power
LEARNING OUTCOME
Determine the work and power associated with fluid flow and perform calculations involving the
Bernoulli Equation modified to include a pump or turbine in the fluid circuit.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of your study of this Section, you will be able to:

· calculate the fluid power and efficiency involved with fluid flow in a pump or turbine
· draw a pressure-volume diagram for a gas expanding at constant pressure and calculate the work
done
· use the modified Bernoulli Equation to calculate property changes to a flowing fluid with a pump
or turbine in the fluid circuit with or without a head loss term.

Unit 5.1 Units
Fluid power is the area of fluid mechanics that is concerned with:
· the supply of power to a fluid, such as the operation of a pump
· the extraction of power from a fluid, such as the operation of a turbine
Before we can undertake any investigations and calculations with respect to fluid power, it is
necessary to revise some of the units and formulae to be used.

WORK
When a constant force overcomes the resistance of a body and moves that body, work is said to have
been done on the body. Work done is the product of force (N) and distance (m), so the units of work
are newton metres (Nm) or joules (J). Note that the basic statement of work done concerns bodies
moving on a horizontal plane and where bodies undergo elevation the required additional component
force must be determined.
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TORQUE
Torque produces or tends to produce rotation. The torque applied to a rotating body is related to the
tangential force (N) applied and the radius (m) at which the force is applied. Thus, the units are
similar to work done.

POWER
Power is specified as the rate at which work is done. It may be also considered as the rate at which
energy is provided or at which energy is consumed.
Power =

work done J
time taken s

Alternatively:
force applied ´ distance travelled
time taken
distance
but, as
= velocity
time
Power = force applied ´ resultant velocity
Power =

Note that the base unit of power is a watt, but in practice a larger multiple is normally used, the
kilowatt (kW).
EXAMPLE
Calculate the power required to maintain the speed of a car at 72 km/h if the force required to
overcome road and air resistance is 1.3 kN.
Power = force x velocity
= (1.3 x 103) x

72 ´1000
3600

= 26 x 103 W
= 26 kW
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TORQUE AND POWER
The relationship between torque and power is:
Power = 2pNT
where
N

= the rotation speed in revolutions per second

T

= the applied torque in newton metres.

EXAMPLE
Calculate the torque available from a hydraulic motor with an output of 5.5 kW at 1440 r/min.
power = 2pNT
1440
´T
5.5 ´10 3 = 2p ´
60
(5.5 ´10 3 ) ´ 60
T=
= 36.5 Nm
2p ´1440

EFFICIENCY
In all practical machines, some power is lost overcoming friction or is dissipated as heat. The
efficiency of a machine is the ratio of the output power to the input power, or the actual output power
compared to the theoretical output power.
Efficiency =

output power
input power

Efficiency is normally expressed as a percentage. It has the symbol h (eta).

EXAMPLE
A fluid hoist motor consumes 4 kW when lifting a mass of 500 kg through 2 m at constant velocity in
4 seconds. Calculate the overall efficiency of the hoist.
Input power = 4 kW
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force ´ distance
time
(500 ´ 9.8) ´ 2
=
4
= 2450 W

Output power =

output power
input power
2450
=
= 0.6125 or 61.25%
4000

Efficiency =

EXAMPLE
Water is raised through 15 m by a centrifugal pump. Input to the pump is measured at 20 kW and the
system efficiency is 75%. Calculate the number of litres of water pumped in one hour. (1 litre of water
has a mass of 1 kilogram).
Input power = 20 kW
output power
Efficiency =
input power
75 output power
=
100
20 ´10 3
Output power = 15 kW
force ´ distance
time
Let x = mass of water raised and consider time over 1second

Output power =

force ´ 15
1
15 ´10 3
force/second =
= 1000 N/s
15
15 ´10 3 =

1000
1000
kg/s =
L/s
9.8
9.8
1000 ´ 3600
=
litres/hour
9.8
= 367 kL per hour

1000 N/s =
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 5.1
Answer the following question, and then compare your answer with that given at the end of these
notes.
1.

An oil hydraulic motor provides a torque of 150 Nm and is rotating at 1000 r/min. Calculate
the output power.

Unit 5.2 Work Done by a Gas
We have already discussed the derivation of work from force and distance. This concept may be
shown graphically, as in Figure 5.1, where the curve represents work with axes of force and distance.
The area under the curve (or within the curve) represents the work done, and is a multiple of force and
distance.

Fig. 5.1 Area under a Graph
A similar condition exists with a gas expanding at constant pressure, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Such a
system might be where a gas is contained by a piston that supports a constant load. If the gas is
heated, its volume increases and it lifts the load through a certain distance. The piston area multiplied
by the load movement is the stroke volume in cubic metres.
The area under the graph is the work done during expansion of the gas, because of the multiple of the
units.
(N/m2) multiplied by (m3) results in (Nm) or work done.

Fig. 5.2 Work done by a Gas
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Unit 5.3 Hydraulic Power
The energy imparted to a flowing fluid by a pump may be called the hydraulic power. The term may
be considered as the power within the fluid and conveyed by the fluid, which could be converted back
to force and velocity at a later stage.
Consider a pump elevating one newton of water through one metre in one second, the work done is
1 Nm and the power consumed is 1 W.
The expression for power discussed in Section 1 was:
Power = force x velocity
Considering each of the components:
Force = pressure x area ................... 1
or

force = pA

From volume flow = velocity x area
or

Q = vA
v=

Then:

Q
...............…........... 2
A

If the flow under consideration is through a pipe, then the area may be taken as the cross sectional
area of the pipe. Substituting 1 and 2 in the original expression:
Power = pA ´

Q
A

Power = pQ
Power (W) = pressure (N/m 2 ) ´ volume flow (m 3 / s )

EXAMPLE
A pump, driven by an electric motor, is used to elevate 20 L/s of water. Pressure at the pump outlet is
70 kPa gauge. If the power consumed by the pump is 1.9 kW, calculate:
(a)
(b)

the power in the water
the overall efficiency of the pump
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(a)

Power = pQ
= (70 x 103) x (20 x 10-3)
= 1.4 kW

(b)
Efficiency =
=

output power
input power
1.4 ´10 3

1.9 ´10 3
= 0.74 or 74%

EXAMPLE
A proposed system consists of a series of pipes and fittings connected to a pump, that is to collect
water from a sump 3 metres below the pump and elevate the water to a tank 33 metres above the
pump. If the volume flow is 3 litres per second and the total head loss due to pipes and fittings is 8
metres, estimate the power required at the pump.
The total head is the pipe losses plus the elevation (from sump to tank)
Total head = 3 + 33 + 8 = 44 metres
Power = pressure x volume flow
= rgh x Q
= (1000 x 9.8 x 44) x (3 x 10-3)
= 1.29 kW

The efficiency of a pump should be considered when a pump is chosen for a particular application.
Differing types of pump have their peak efficiency occurring at differing parts of their operating
range. A pump may be used at high pressure for one application, or at high flow for another.
The operating performance characteristics for a particular pump are obtained from the manufacturer,
who has carried out tests on the pump and recorded the pressure, flow and efficiency. The results are
published by the manufacturer in the form of a chart or graph. When a pump is chosen, its
characteristics are matched to that of the operating system’s characteristics in which it has to work.
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Characteristics of typical pumps (or pump curves) are shown in Figure 5.3, which is for centrifugal
pumps with 38 mm diameter inlet and 30 mm diameter outlet or discharge, operating at 2900
revolutions per minute.
The vertical axis is the head (in metres rather than kilopascals) and the horizontal axis is the volume
flow (in litres per second).
The characteristics of five sizes of pump are shown, ranging from an impeller diameter of 127 mm to
159 mm. A pump impeller is the rotating portion that imparts velocity energy to the pumped fluid.
The power consumed by the pump is shown with a dashed line.
Regions of common efficiency are joined by curved lines. Note that the maximum efficiency of the
pump is about 60%, which occurs for the largest diameter impeller operating at 28 metres head and a
flow of 5.8 litres per second.
The NPSH figures refer to the `net positive suction head’, provided (for just the 159 mm impeller
pump) as an indication of the head at the pump inlet in absolute values. It can be interpreted as the
vacuum value at the pump inlet. As the output flow from the pump increases, the negative pressure or
vacuum at the inlet also increases. The minimum allowable inlet pressure is important because, if it is
too negative, cavitation could occur inside the pump. Cavitation is a problem that occurs when the
inlet pressure of the pump is below the vapour pressure of the pumped fluid, and the fluid starts to
vaporise. As the bubbles of vapour move through the pump, they suddenly collapse (implode) which
results in noisy pump operation plus erosion damage to the pump components.

Fig. 5.3 Pump Characteristic Curves
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EXAMPLE
A pump is to be used in a system with a flow of 4 litres per second against a head of 20 metres. Using
the data given in Figure 5.3, select a suitable impeller diameter, and then estimate the power required
and the efficiency for the chosen pump.
From the chart, the line for 20 m head and 4 L/s intersects between the curves for a 127 mm impeller
and a 135 mm version. The choice must be the larger 135 mm diameter impeller. Reading off its
characteristics indicates a power input to the pump of 1.5 kW and a pump efficiency of 53%.

Unit 5.4 Bernoulli Equation including a Pump
When a pump is included in a system, the original Bernoulli equation discussed earlier has to be
modified because now, instead of a constant energy system, energy is added by the pump.
The Bernoulli equation now becomes:
p1 v1
p
v
+
+ z1 + h p = 2 + 2 + z 2 + h f
rg 2 g
rg 2 g

where: hp is the head added by a pump
hf is the head loss due to friction (as before)

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 5.2
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those at the end of these notes.
1.

A slurry is pumped at 0.45 m3/s through a 300 mm diameter pipe that is 850 m long. Pressure
at the pump is measured as 180 kPa gauge. Calculate the power required at the pump.

2.

A bilge pump discharges sea water through a 125 mm diameter pipe at a velocity of 1.2 m/s to
a height of 5.8 m. The pump efficiency is 62%. If the mass density of the seawater is
1025 kg/m3, calculate the pump’s input and output power.

Sample Competency Test 5A
1.

Seawater (relative density 1.025) is pumped through a 90 millimetre diameter horizontal pipe
at 12.5 litres per second. The pressure before the pump is -15 kPa gauge and after the pump is
180 kPa gauge. Calculate:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the change in head across the pump (in metres sea water)
the increase in fluid power in kilowatts
the pump input power if the pump is 75% efficient.
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2.

A pump is used to take water from a main supply at 150 kPa gauge and boost the pressure
enough to operate a small goods lift. The lift cage is elevated by a hydraulic cylinder, which
has a 300 mm diameter piston, moves vertically at 0.1 m/s and has to produce an output force
from the piston of 15 kN. Disregarding losses in the pipework, elevation and in the hydraulic
cylinder, calculate:
(a)
(b)

the water flow rate in litres per second
the pump input power if it is 65% efficient

Hint: the flow to the cylinder may be calculated from Q = vA or:
Q = (vel. of piston) × (area of piston)
3.

A pump is used to elevate 8.5 L/s of water from an open well that is 2.5 metres below ground
level to a tank that is 29 metres above ground level. If the system has a frictional head loss of
3.5 metres, calculate the power required by the pump.

Sample Competency Test 5B
1.

At a pump in the Goldfields' water supply, the pressure at the pump inlet is 45 kPa gauge and
at the pump outlet is 180 kPa gauge. If the flow rate is 1.3 cubic metres per second, calculate:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the change in pressure head across the pump (in metres of water)
the increase in fluid power in kilowatts
the pump input power if the pump is 55% efficient.

2.

A pump is used to take 2.88 kilolitres per hour of water from a mains supply at 180 kPa gauge
and boost the pressure enough to elevate the water 47 metres through a pipe. Losses in the
pipework and fittings after the pump equate to 6 metres of water. Calculate the pump input
power if it is 65% efficient

3.

A pump is used to elevate 16.5 L/s of water through a 90 mm diameter pipe from an open
storage pond which is 3.7 metres below ground level to a reservoir which is 29 metres above
ground level. If the pump inlet pipework has a frictional head loss of 1.3 metres and the pump
delivery pipework has a loss of 3.9 metres, calculate:
(a)
(b)

the inlet pressure to the pump
the power required by the pump.
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Section 6

Forces Developed by Flowing Fluids
LEARNING OUTCOME
Determine the forces exerted by flowing fluids, either free (jet) or contained.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of your study of this Section, you will be able to:

· use the impulse-momentum equation to calculate the force developed by a fluid jet striking a plate
or blade which may be perpendicular, inclined or curved, stationary or moving
· calculate the force, torque and power developed when a jet strikes a series of moving blades. Also
calculate the efficiency
· calculate the forces developed by a fluid flowing in a duct or pipe with changes in direction and/or
cross section.

Unit 6.1 Impulse-momentum Equation
If a stream of fluid acts upon a surface, its velocity changes from v metres per second to zero in a
short time. Because the fluid has mass and velocity, and there is a change in velocity, then there is a
change in momentum.
This concept is used to drive a turbine or Pelton wheel, for the production of electricity. The same
principle is used by the police to disperse noisy protesters, where a water cannon causes distress and
can knock a person off their feet.
For instance, consider a fluid impacting on the vertical plate as in Figure 6.1, there would be a force F
applied to the plate.
mass of fluid striking the plate per second = fluid mass density x jet area x velocity
If the initial jet velocity is v and the jet final velocity is zero, then the change in velocity = v
force (F)

= rate of change of momentum
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= mass per second x change in velocity
= rAv x v
= rAv2

force (F)
The units are:
force
area
velocity

newtons
square metres
metres per second.

Note that several assumptions have been made. It has been assumed that the plate is perfectly smooth
and that there are no frictional losses, either due to plate friction or air friction. This means that there
should be no change in momentum in the flow parallel to the plate. Another assumption is that the jet
evenly divides as it spreads across the plate.

Fig. 6.1 Impact of a Jet
EXAMPLE
Water flows through a 10 mm jet at 0.8 litres per second and strikes a vertical plate. If the plate does
not move, calculate the force applied by the jet.
Q = vA
p ´ 0.012
4
v = 10.2 m/s

0.8 ´10 -3 = v ´

Substituting in the jet reaction equation:
Force = r

A

= 1000 ´

v2

p ´ 0.012
´10.2 2
4

= 8.17 N
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If the plate is not stationary (it is free to move), then the velocity of the plate must be included in the
equation by determining the resultant velocity of the jet. This means that the velocity of the jet must
be determined, relative to the plate. If the plate is moving away from the jet at a velocity of u m/s, the
change in velocity of the jet is (v - u).
So the force equation becomes:
force (F)

= rA (v - u) x (v - u)
= rA (v - u)2

The above equation is based on the plate moving away from the jet. If the plate is moving towards the
jet, then a negative value of u is used in the equation (or the two velocities are added together).

Unit 6.2 Impact on an Angled Face
If the plate is angled, as in Figure 6.2, then the full velocity v is not applied to the plate, but it’s
component v cos q. Thus, the original formula is modified to reflect the angled condition:
force (F)

= rAv2 cos q

and for an angled plate moving away from the jet:
force (F)

= rA(v - u)2 cos q

Note: many students make an error using this equation due to selecting the incorrect value for the
angle. Some textbooks use a modified equation (sin q instead of cos q) because of the way the angle is
specified. Remember it is the angle that the jet makes to the force, which is normal (at right angles to)
the plate.

Fig. 6.2 Impact of a Jet on an Angled Face
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EXAMPLE
An 18 mm diameter jet of water has a velocity of 4.5 m/s and strikes a plate angled at 60° to the flow
of the jet. Calculate the force normal to the plate if:
(a)
(b)

the plate is stationary
the plate is moving towards the jet at 0.8 m/s

(a)

The full formula may be used, even if the plate is stationary.
Force (F) = rA(v - u ) 2 cos q
p ´ 0.018 2
´ (4.5 - 0) 2 cos 30 o
4
= 4.46 N
= 1000 ´

Note that q is 30° in the equation because it is (90 – 60) degrees.
(b)

If the velocity of the plate is considered (note that u is negative because it is moving towards
the jet):
Force (F) = rA(v - u ) 2 cos q
= 1000 ´

p ´ 0.018 2
´ (4.5 - (-0.8)) 2 cos 30 o
4

= 6.19 N

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 6.2
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those at the back of these notes.
1.

A 50 mm diameter jet of water has a velocity of 18 m/s and impacts on a plate. Determine the
force applied to the plate when it is:
(a)
(b)

2.

stationary
moves at 6 m/s away from the jet.

A 75 mm diameter jet of water has a velocity of 24 m/s. It impacts on a plate that is inclined
at 30° to the axis of the jet. Determine the force acting at a right angle to the plate if it is:
(a)
(b)

stationary
moving away from the jet at 12 m/s.
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Unit 6.3 Impact on a Curved Face
One of the uses of the force produced by a jet is within a torque converter (as used in an automatic
vehicle gearbox) or a fluid coupling (used to flexibly connect drive systems). Another major
application of jet impact is the production of hydro electricity, via a water-driven turbine or Pelton
wheel.
In a Pelton wheel, a jet acts on a series of blades that are not flat, but have a curved or cup-like shape.
The curved shape is used because the output force is greater than for a flat plate.
As shown in Figure 6.3, for a plate that is curved through 180°, there is an initial force due to the jet
impact, plus a second and equal force due to the reaction from the deflected jet. In other words, the
output force is, in theory, twice that of a flat plate.
For a curved plate of any angle, the original equation may be used:
force (F)

= rA(v - u)2 cos q

Considering the case where the angle is 180° and the plate is stationary, then:
total force = force in the direction of the jet + reaction due to returning jet
= rAv2 cos 0° + rAv2 cos 0°
= 2 rAv2

Fig. 6.3 Impact of a Jet on a Curved Face

Unit 6.4 Impact on a Series of Blades
One form of power generation is comprised of a jet acting on a series of blades, similar to a water
wheel. If a jet impacts on a series of plates or blades that are moving away from the jet, as shown in
Figure 6.4, then the original equation for the force produced has to be modified slightly. The velocity
used to calculate the mass per second is taken to be constant because, even though each blade is
moving away from the jet, a series of blades is presented to take the impact. The relative velocity of
the jet is still the difference between the jet and blade velocities.
force (F)

= rate of change of momentum

6.5
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= mass per second x change in velocity
= rAv x (v - u)
force (F)

= rAv (v - u)

Note that several assumptions are made:
· the wheel diameter is sufficiently large such that the blades may be considered to be at right angles
to the jet
· blades that obstruct the jet at certain positions of the wheel do not cause a reduction in applied
forces.
If the radius is known from the centre of the wheel to the point of jet impact, then the torque due to
the jet impact may be determined.
Torque (T) = rAv (v - u) x radius
If the applied torque and the speed of the rotating blade wheel are known, then the output power may
be determined from:
Power (P) = 2pNT
where the speed (N) is in revolutions per second.
Alternatively, the output power may be determined from the impact force and plate or blade velocity:
Power = jet impact force x blade velocity
The input power to the system equals the energy available per second. The kinetic energy per second
of the flowing fluid may be determined from:
1
mv 2
2
1
1
Power = mv 2 ´ v = rAv 2 ´ v
2
2
1
= rAv 3
2
KE =

If the input power and the output power are known, then the system efficiency may be determined
from the ratio of input to output.
In addition, if the original hydraulic power is known (the power contained in the flowing water due to
its pressure and volume flow) the input power so calculated may be used to determine the overall
efficiency of the system.
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Fig. 6.4 Impact on a Series of Blades

EXAMPLE
Water flows at 15.5 m/s through a nozzle that is 25 mm diameter onto a series of blades. The water
pressure before the jet is 120 kPa. If the wheel rotates at 28 r/min and the distance from the centreline
of the wheel to the jet is 1000 mm, estimate:
(a)
(b)

the power produced by the jet
the overall efficiency.
28
´ 2 ´p
60
= 2.93 m/s

u=

Torque (T ) = rAv(v - u ) ´ radius
æp
ö
= 1000 ´ ç 0.025 2 ÷ ´15.5 ´ (15.5 - 2.93) ´1
è4
ø
= 95.5 Nm
Power = 2pNT
= 2 ´p ´

28
´ 95.5
60

= 281 W
1
Input power = rAv 3
2
p
1
= ´1000 ´ 0.025 2 ´15.5 3
2
4
= 913 W
output power
Eff' y =
input power
281
=
913
= 0.3 or 30%
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Unit 6.5 Forces in a Pipe or Duct
Just as forces are produced due to a jet striking a flat or curved surface, so forces are produced inside
of a pipe when the fluid flow direction or velocity is changed. For instance, a sudden change in the
pipe diameter or a fitting such as a bend will result in additional forces. In small diameter pipe
systems the forces may be neglected, but in larger pipe sizes the forces must be considered because
the additional forces can cause a system to rupture or collapse.
As indicated in Figure 6.5, the force due to applied pressure must be taken into account. The total
applied force is a combination of the forces due to pressure multiplied by area, plus or minus the force
due to change in momentum.

Fig. 6.5 Force Due to Change in Diameter
Applied force = [force due to pressure (F1 - F2)] - [force due to change in momentum]
Fx
= [p1A1 - p2A2] - [r A1 v1 (v1 – v2)]
But, as v1 – v2 is negative, the resulting equation is:
Fx

= [p1A1 - p2A2] - [r A1 v1 (v2 - v1)]

EXAMPLE
A 600 mm diameter pipe reduces to 300 mm diameter. The pipe carries a 0.9 m3/s flow of oil (relative
density 0.85) and the inlet pressure is 275 kPa. Calculate the force of the oil on the reduced diameter,
neglecting losses.
Q
0 .9 ´ 4
=
= 3.18 m/s
A p ´ 0 .6 2
0.9 ´ 4
v2 =
= 12.73 m/s
p ´ 0 .3 2
v1 =

Substituting the known information into the Bernoulli equation to find the secondary pressure.
p
275 ´10 3 3.18 2
12.73 2
+
= 2 +
850 g
2g
850 g
2g
p 2 = 210.4 kPa
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Pressure force = p1 - p 2

p
p
= (275 ´ 10 3 ´ ´ 0.6 2 ) - (210.4 ´ 10 3 ´ ´ 0.3 2 )
4
4
= 62.88 kN
Actual force = 62.88 kN - change in momentum
= 62.88 kN - rA1v1 (v2 - v1 )

= (62.88 ´ 10 3 ) - (0.85 ´ 10 3 ´ 0.9(12.73 - 3.18)

Note : 0.9 = Q = A1v1

= 55.6 kN

If the pipe changes direction, the component forces must be determined, then resolved into a resultant
of those forces.
Referring to Figure 6.6, the force is first determined in the x and y planes, then the resultant of Fx and
Fy calculated.

Fig. 6.6 Force Due to Change in Direction
Fx = p1A1 + r A1v12

Fy = p2A2 + r A2v22

To evaluate the resultant R, Pythagoras’ theorem or trigonometry may be used.
EXAMPLE
A 600 mm diameter pipe carrying 0.9 m3/s of oil (relative density 0.85) has a 90° bend in the
horizontal plane. The loss of head due to the bend is 1 metre of oil and the pressure at the start of the
bend is 300 kPa. Calculate the magnitude and angle of the resultant force exerted by the oil on the
bend.
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p1 = 300 kPa
p 2 = inlet pressure - pressure loss
= (300 ´10 3 ) - (1000 ´ 0.85 ´ 9.8 ´1)
= 291.7 kPa
v=

Q
0 .9 ´ 4
=
= 3.18 m/s
A p ´ 0 .6 2

Fx = ( p1 A1 ) + (rA1v12 )
p
p
= (300 ´ 10 3 ´ ´ 0.6 2 ) + (850 ´ ´ 0.6 2 ´ 3.18 2 )
4
4
= 87.25 kN

F y = ( p 2 A2 ) + ( rA2 v 22 )
= (291.7 ´10 3 ´

p
p
´ 0.6 2 ) + (850 ´ ´ 0.6 2 ´ 3.18 2 )
4
4

= 84.9 kN

Finally, evaluate the resultant of the vertical and horizontal forces:
Resultant = 87.25 2 + 84.9 2
= 121.7 kN
84.9
Angle = tan -1
= 44.22 o
87.23

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 6.5
Answer the following questions, and then compare your answers with those given at the end of these
notes.
1.

If the velocity of a jet is doubled, its reaction force on a flat plate would be ______________
(doubled/times four/the same)

2.

If the pressure of a jet is doubled, its reaction force on a flat plate would be
_______________ (doubled/times four/the same)

3.

For a given set of conditions, a jet of oil would have less reaction than a jet of water
(true/false)

4.

For a pipe bend, the momentum force is the sum of the x and y components (true/false)

5.

For a pipe bend, the total force in one plane equals pA + rAv (true/false)
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6.

A 60° bend occurs in a water pipeline that reduces from 600 mm diameter to 300 mm
diameter at the bend (inside bend angle 120°). If the gauge pressure at the inlet is 172 kPa,
determine the magnitude and angle of the thrust on the bend when the flow is 0.85 m3/s. Hint:
start by calculating the initial and final velocities, then the final pressure. Next, analyse the
pressure and momentum forces in the x and y planes.

7.

A pipeline carrying water reduces from 0.9 m diameter to 0.6 m diameter. The initial water
velocity is 2.1 m/s and the initial pressure is 414 kPa. If there is a frictional loss across the
pipe reduction of 1.5 metres of water, calculate the force on the pipe reduction.

Sample Competency Test 6A
1.

Water flows through a 25 mm diameter jet at 3.5 L/s onto a flat plate. Calculate the force
(normal to the plate) produced by the jet if:
(a)
(b)

the plate is at 90° to the axis of the jet and moving away from the jet at 1 m/s
the plate is at 60° to the axis of the jet and moving towards the jet at 1.5 m/s.

2.

A horizontal pipe is gradually reduced from 90 mm diameter to 60 mm diameter over a
distance of 300 mm. At the entry to the reduction the water pressure is 180 kPa and the
velocity 2.6 m/s. If there is a frictional loss across the reduction of 2 m, calculate the resultant
force on the reduction. Hint - first calculate the pressure at the end of the reduction.

3.

A vertical jet, 25 mm diameter, carries water at 7.5 m/s. The jet acts on a hemispherical cup
that deflects the water through 180°. If the impact point at the centre of the cup is 90 mm
above the jet, calculate the vertical force applied to the cup.

Sample Competency Test 6B
1.

Oil of 0.85 relative density flows at 2.7 L/s through a 32 mm diameter jet onto a flat plate.
Calculate the force (normal to the plate) produced by the jet if:
(a)
(b)

the plate is at 90° to the axis of the jet and moving towards the jet at 1 m/s
the plate is at 60° to the axis of the jet and moving away from the jet at 1.5 m/s.

2.

A horizontal pipe 90° bend gradually reduces from 110 mm diameter at the inlet to 50 mm
diameter at the outlet. At the inlet to the bend the water pressure is 180 kPa and the velocity
2.6 m/s. At the exit from the bend the pressure is 80kPa. Calculate the magnitude and
direction of the resultant force on the bend.

3.

A vertical jet, 30 mm diameter, carries water at 9 m/s. The jet acts on a hemispherical cup that
deflects the water through 180°. Calculate the vertical force applied to the cup.
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Answers to Check Your Progress
Unit 1.1
mass density

N/m3

n (nu)

weight density

kg/m3

r (rho)

relative density

N/m2

kinematic viscosity

---

bulk modulus

N/m

surface tension

m2/s

1.

2.

True.

3.

False. It is the Greek letter nu (n).

4.

Decreases.

5.

Decreases.

6.

Increases.

7.

False - mass density.

8.

Surface tension.

9.

Kinematic viscosity.

10.

False, at 4°C, although the mass density of water is virtually the same at 0°C as at 4°C.

11.

Negative.

12.

False. Atmospheric pressure is typically 1013 hPa.

13.

76 kPa abs.

14.

25 kPa vacuum.

15.

603 K.
1
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16.

1587 kg/m3, 15.57 kN/m3, 0.63 x 10-3 m3/kg.

17.

28.6 kg/m3.

18.

1.1 x 10-6 m2/s.

19.

11.4 kN.

20.

11.4 kN/m2.

21.

-5°C

Unit 3.1
1.

head or depth

2.

False, pressure relative to depth.

3.

98 kPa.

4.

False, a vacuum is negative

5.

101.9 kPa

6.

3.02 MPa

7.

3.74 m

8.

2.8 m

9.

10.86 m

10.

False, newtons is the force unit.

Unit 3.3
1.

pressure on door = 63.7 kPa
force on door = 200 kN

2.

force due to fresh water on one side = 88.2 kN
force due to sea water on the other side = 123.1 kN
resultant force = 34.9 kN

2
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3.

Depth to centre of area = 1.77 m
Pressure on dam = 17.3 kPa
Force on dam = 606 kN

Unit 3.4
1.

155 kNm

2.

51.5 kN, 26.3 kN, 19.9 kNm

3.

Thrust = (800 x 9.8 x 1.8) x

p
x 0.42 = 1.77 kN
4

C of P is 5.5 mm below the centreline of the valve
Torque = 1.77 x 103 x 5.5 x 10-3 = 9.86 Nm

Unit 3.5
1.

Force = weight of steel - upthrust
= [(3 m3 x 7.8 x 103) - (3 m3 x 1.025 x 103) ] x 9.8
= 199 kN

2.

(a)

mass

= mass of sea water displaced
= (5.4 x 12 x 1.5) x 103
= 97.2 tonnes

(b)

let d

= depth of immersion

97.2 x 103 = (5.4 x 12 x d) x 1025
d

= 1.46 m

The difference of immersion between fresh water and seawater is the reason why
international ships have markings on the side, near the waterline, to indicate maximum
loadings in different types of water.

3
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3.

Let d1 = initial draught (in fresh water)
and d2 = final draught (in salt water)
d1 x 1840 x 1000
d1

= 5.435 m

d2 x 1840 x 1025
d2

= 10 000 x 103

= 8500 x 103

= 4.507 m

change in draught

= 0.928 m

Unit 4.3
1.

The volume flow remains unchanged at 2.6 L/s
Velocity = 2.07 m/s

2.

45 mm

3.

2.2 x 10-3 m3/s
1.12 m/s

Unit 4.4
1.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

19.6 m/s
164 kPa gauge
16.7 m
19.6 m

2.

-70 kPa gauge (a vacuum)

3.

0.0056 x 10-3 m3/s (5.6 L/s)

4.

(a)
(b)

5.

44.8 kPa gauge

6.

13.7 m, 0.74 m

2.26 L/s
-17.4 kPa gauge

4
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Unit 5.1
1.
P = 2pNT
1000
´ 150
60
= 15.7 kW
= 2 ´p ´

2.
Power = force ´ velocity
æ flow volume ö
÷÷
(pressure ´ pipe area) ´ çç
è pipe area ø
= pressure ´ flow volume
= (180 ´ 10 3 ) ´ 0.45
= 81 kW

3.

Assume the velocity and pressure at the top of the column of water is zero. Substitute the
values in Bernoulli, where p1 is the pressure at the pump.
p1
1.2 2
+
+ 0 = 0 + 0 + 5 .8
1025 g
2g
p1 = 57.52 kPa

Q = va
pö
æ
= 1.2 ´ ç 0.125 2 ´ ÷
4ø
è
= 14.73 L/s

Output power = pQ
= (57.52 x 103) x (14.73 x 10-3)
= 847 W
Input power

100
62
= 1.37 kW

= 847 x

Unit 6.2
1.

(a)
(b)

636 N
283 N

2.

(a)
(b)

1.27 kN
0.318 kN
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Unit 6.5
1.

Times four

2.

Doubled

3.

True, because the mass density of oil is less than that of water.

4.

False. The resultant of the components.

5.

False. Velocity should be squared.

6.

v1 = 3 m/s

v2 = 12 m/s

Fx = 44.75 kN

p2 = 37 kPa

Fy = 11.06 kN

Resultant = 46 kN at 13.88 degrees
7.

v1 = 2.1 m/s v2 = 4.73 m/s p2 = 390 kPa
Fx = 149 kN

6
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HYDRAULICS BENCH
The bench is intended to provide facilities for performing a number of experiments in fluid
mechanics. The diagram shows the arrangement of a single unit in which a small centrifugal
pump draws water from a sump resting below the bench, and delivers it to a bench supply
valve.
Below the bench there is a weighing tank into which the discharge from the apparatus being
tested on the bench may be directed through a short pipe (just above the bench level) into the
weighing tank. The weighing tank is supported at one end of a beam, the other end of which
carries a weight hanger sufficient to balance approximately the dry weight of the tank. The
outlet valve in the base of the weighing tank is operated by means of a locking mechanism.

Diagrammatic Representation of the Hydraulics Test Bench
PROCEDURE
The apparatus under test is placed on the bench and connected by a flexible pipe to the bench
supply valve. The valve normally serves to regulate the rate of flow through the apparatus.
Another flexible pipe is led from the exit of the apparatus to a pipe into the weighing tank, so
that the discharging water may be weighed with respect to time. After weighing, a dump
valve is opened to return the water to the sump.
Having set up the apparatus, the discharge is normally measured in the following manner:
1. The dump valve in the base of the weighing tank is closed.
2. Masses are applied to the hanger as necessary to tip the weigh-beam down to its lower
stop.
3. Water steadily collects in the weighing tank, and eventually the weigh-beam moves to its
upper stop. A stop-watch is started the instant the beam hits the upper stop, (or the arrows
line up if fitted).
4. A further known mass is added to the hanger, which brings the beam down to its lower
stop again.
5. The stop-watch is stopped the instant the beam hits the upper stop again (or the arrows
line up).

1
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6. The mass of water collected during the timed interval corresponds to the mass added to
the hanger multiplied by the mechanical advantage of the beam.
The dump valve of the weighing tank must be opened as soon as possible after timing to
allow it to drain. The mass that was added can then be removed from the hanger in
preparation for the next measurement. The initial masses can be left in position.
Attention is drawn to the following points, which must be observed for the safe and
satisfactory operation of the bench:
1. Before starting the pump ensure that all valves are closed.
2. If a leak develops, stop the pump immediately, isolate it from the electrical supply and
notify the lecturer or technician. A small amount of water leaking on to the bench top is
not serious but could affect the accuracy of the mass being weighed.
3. At all times, other than when a discharge measurement is being made, the dump valve in
the weighing tank must be kept open.
4. Although the tank has an overflow pipe, it is inadequate to handle the maximum
discharge.

2
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TEST 1A MANOMETERS & PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
PURPOSE OF TEST
The test is intended to familiarise the student with the operations of manometers as a means
of measuring pressure. Several manometers are connected to the pressure reservoir and
varying combinations used to compute the pressure in N/m2 for comparison purposes.
APPARATUS
Various manometers with hand pump.
PROCEDURE
Connect pump to the pressure reservoir, set inclined manometer at required angle and check
the zero settings on all manometers,
Pump air into the reservoir very slowly until a small rise in the inclined manometer is
observed. Take readings of all manometers,(difference between the left hand side and the
right hand side)
Repeat at 50 mm increments until the manometer level is approximately three quarters of the
inclined distance, then isolate the water manometer from the system by closing the pet cock.
Continue taking readings of the other manometers at 50 mm increments as the pressure is
increased up to the maximum for the vertical water manometers.
Release the pressure in the reservoir and check the zero settings on the manometer scales and
the inclined manometer after opening the pet cock.
TEST REPORT REQUIREMENTS
Comment upon the relative accuracy of the various combinations.
What effect would temperature change have on the test?
Explain how the inclined water manometer may seem to measure the pressure differential
from a single tube.
Why was it experimentally necessary to re-read the different manometers for each
combination of comparisons? Why not simply read each manometer once, then combine the
results to make a comparison?
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TEST 1B PRESSURE GAUGE CALIBRATION
PURPOSE OF TEST
To calibrate a Bourdon single tube pressure gauge using a dead weight testing machine,
where the fitted gauge is to be checked over its full range at 50 kPa increments
FORTIN BAROMETER
Precision pressure gauge calibration requires that the ambient pressure and temperature is
known. The person-in-charge of the laboratory will give instructions on how to read ambient
pressure and temperature using the Fortin barometer. Corrections are made to readings in
accordance with BS2520:1967, pp 20-21.
APPARATUS
Dead weight tester with associated masses. Manometer and pressure gauge test rig with
pump.
USEFUL DATA
Area of deadweight piston rod = 40.32 mm2
Mass of piston = 283.5 g
PROCEDURE
The laboratory staff will give instructions on how to use both testing devices.
TEST REPORT REQUIREMENTS
Outline the procedure used to calibrate the gauge.
For each reading using the dead-weight tester, calculate the error (+ve or -ve) in pressure
gauge reading.
Plot a positive/negative error graph on linear graph paper. What is the purpose of this graph?
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Explain the differences between a Bourdon single tube pressure gauge and:
· a Bourdon tube vacuum gauge
· a diaphragm pressure gauge.
What is a compound gauge and where is it used?
Suggest means of adjusting the gauge for:
· zero correction
· scale correction
Comment on the accuracy of the test method used. Indicate how the following could affect
the accuracy of the test:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

oil leakage
oil viscosity
temperature correction
changes in gravitational acceleration
frictional losses
changes in barometric pressure
non-level setup.

Explain two other industrial methods of measuring pressure.
In many engineering applications pressure units are encountered such as lb/in2, psi, kg/cm2,
kPa, bar, kN/m2, mm of mercury and atmospheres. Explain possible reasons for the wide
range of units used.
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TEST 2 IMPACT OF JETS
PURPOSE OF TEST
To investigate the force exerted by a water jet on a flat plate and on a hemispherical cup.
APPARATUS
Tecquipment impact of a jet test rig, hydraulic bench and stop watch.
Diameter of nozzle = 10 mm at exit.
Distance between tip of nozzle and impact plate = 0.037m
Mechanical advantage for the weighing tank lever system = 3:1.
THEORY
The theoretical impact force for a jet acting on a stationary flat plate may be determined
from:
F = rAv2
where:
F is the impact force (N)
r is the mass density of the flowing fluid (kg/m3)
A is the jet area (m2)
v is the jet velocity (m/s)
PROCEDURE
Set up the apparatus using a flat plate.
Place the jockey weight in the zero position on the lever (above the nozzle) and level the
lever by adjusting the spring tension. A tally mark is provided for levelling purposes.
Shift the jockey weight out 20 mm to the first position `x’ and re-level the lever by turning on
the pump and adjusting the water flow rate. Record the water flow rate. Repeat for a series of
20 mm increments of the jockey weight.
Repeat the test using the hemispherical cup vane.
TEST REPORT REQUIREMENTS
The experimental force of the jet may be calculated by taking moments about the pivot point
of the horizontal arm.
For the initial conditions, when the jockey weight W is at the zero point above the nozzle and
the spring force (S) is adjusted to make the bar horizontal:
yS = Wg x d ...................... 1
As the jockey weight is moved outwards to balance out the force caused by the jet:
yS + Fd = Wd (g + x) = Wdg + Wdx ...................... 2
Substituting 1 into 2:
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yS + Fd = yS + Wgd
The yS terms cancel from either side, leaving the following expression for the jet force:
Actual jet force (F) =

W ´g´x
d

where F = actual (experimental) impulse force (N)
W = mass of movable jockey weight ( 0.61 kg)
x = distance of jockey mass from datum (m)
d = distance from fulcrum to centre line of nozzle (0.152 m)
g = gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2 )

Diagrammatic representation of the lever assembly
Determine the axial force exerted on each vane (flat and hemispherical) and calculate the
theoretical force that should have been exerted on each, using theoretical force = rAv2.
Complete the attached table. Note that the force from the hemispherical vane should be twice
the force for the flat vane (for the same velocity).
Plot actual force versus theoretical force and hence determine vane efficiency, using:
Vane efficiency =

actual force
´ 100%
theoretical force

Discuss your findings. It has been assumed that the velocity in the jet is uniform over its
cross-section. Discuss this assumption and how is jet momentum affected if this was not the
case.
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RESULTS FOR THE FLAT PLATE
Test
No

Mass of
water
collected
(kg)

Time to
collect
(s)

distance
x
(m)

Mass
Flow
(kg/s)

Jet
initial
velocity
(m/s)

Jet
final
velocity
(m/s)

Theory
jet force
(N)

Actual
jet force
(N)

System
eff’y
(%)

Jet
initial
velocity
(m/s)

Jet
final
velocity
(m/s)

Theory
jet force
(N)

Actual
jet force
(N)

System
eff’y
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

RESULTS FOR THE HEMISPHERICAL CUP
Test
No

Mass of
water
collected
(kg)

Time to
collect
(s)

distance
x
(m)

Mass
Flow
(kg/s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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TEST 3

FLOW MEASUREMENT

PURPOSE OF TEST
The purpose of the test is to calibrate the venturi-meter and orifice plate meter and to check
the calibration of Rotameter.
APPARATUS
Tecquipment flow measurement apparatus, hydraulic bench and stopwatch.

The test rig includes several methods of measuring fluid flow in a pipe, arranged in series.
These include:
· Venturi meter
entry diameter = 25.4 mm
throat diameter = 15.8 mm
venturi meter discharge coefficient = 0.98
· Orifice plate meter
entry diameter = 50.8 mm
orifice diameter = 22.2 mm
orifice plate discharge coefficient = 0.601
· Rotameter
· Collection against time and weighing, using the hydraulic bench.
USEFUL DATA
Mechanical advantage of weighing beam = 3:1
PROCEDURE
Record the flow rate and piezometer readings for about 8 flow rates, from maximum to
minimum. Ensure that the piezometer ranges are not exceeded.
TEST REPORT REQUIREMENTS
Use the Bernoulli equation to formulate two equations that directly calculate the volume flow
rates, one for the venturi meter and one for the orifice meter, with the only variable being the
manometer head difference.
Considering Bernoulli:
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Z1 +

p1 v12
p
v2
+
= Z2 + 2 + 2
rg 2 g
rg 2 g

As the venturi and orifice are horizontal, the elevation terms can be deleted.
p
p
Also, 1 - 2 = the manometer head (H) , so the statement can be rewritten:
rg rg
H=

v22 v12
2g 2g

As the two diameters of the venturi (and the orifice) are known, then v1 can be expressed in
terms of v2 and the equation simplified in terms of the manometer head (H) and the venturi
(or orifice) velocity (v1). Finally, the flow (Q) may be calculated.
Note that if the flowing fluid and the manometer fluid have similar mass densities, such as
water and mercury, the head above the manometer must be included in the calculation. This
means that a head in millimetres of mercury must be multiplied by 12.6 ( from the difference
in relative densities) to convert to millimetres of water.
For the venturi meter and the orifice meter, plot Qactual (by weighing) against Qtheory (by
formula) and hence determine the coefficient of discharge (ratio of actual flow against
theoretical flow). Comment on these values.
For the Rotameter, plot Qactual (by weighing) against the Rotameter calibrated values. Are the
Rotameter graduations linear with respect to flow?
Discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of each of the four flow measuring devices.
Provide an example of an industrial application of each measuring device.
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TEST 4 CENTRIFUGAL PUMP TEST
PURPOSE OF TEST
The purpose of the test is to compare the performance of a single centrifugal pump. The test
rig consists of two identical centrifugal pump units which can be run independently or by
inter-connecting the pipe circuits to combine them in series and parallel.
APPARATUS
Plint and Partners Ltd. centrifugal pump test rig. Stop watch.
THEORY
The pump input power is calculated from P = 2pNT, with N in revolutions per second and
torque T in newton metres.
The torque is the dynamometer force multiplied by the torque arm radius.
The pump output or hydraulic power is the total pressure (suction pressure plus delivery
pressure) multiplied by the volume flow.
The pump efficiency is the pump hydraulic power divided by the pump input power.
USEFUL DATA
Size of measuring tank = 0.733 m x 0.428 m with 0.115 m diameter drain pipe
Dynamometer torque arm radius = 0.179 m

PROCEDURE
Select pump No.1. As shown in Figure 1, fully open the suction valve (5) and delivery valve
(2) and close valves 3 and 4 on the second pump.
12
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Set the speed switch to either high or low speed and switch on the pump.
Adjust the flow rate by throttling the discharge (delivery) control valve (1).
Take a set of ten readings of dynamometer load, pump speed, inlet (suction) pressure,
delivery pressure and flow rate, from minimum flow rate (and maximum pressure) to
maximum flow rate (and minimum pressure).
Ensure that the suction valve is fully open and the constant speed switch is not touched
during the test.
Close all valves (delivery first) before switching off.
TEST REPORT REQUIREMENTS
Complete the pump test sheets, as provided.
Produce a graph of total head (vertical axis) versus flow rate and, on the same graph, power
output (vertical axis) versus flow rate.
Discuss briefly the characteristics and construction of centrifugal pumps.
Does the fact that the motor speed is not constant have an effect on the results?
List some typical applications for a centrifugal pump, for clean water and as a single unit
Discuss the reasons why such multiple pumps are sometimes connected in series for some
applications and in parallel for other applications.
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PUMP TEST SHEET
Pump tested ..................................
Date .......................
Tested by ......................................

INPUT
Test
No.

Dyno
load
(N)

Pump
speed
(r/min)

BP
(W)

OUTPUT
Suction
pressure
(kPa)

Delivery
pressure
(kPa)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Total
pressure
(kPa)

Water
height
in tank
(mm)

Time to
collect
(s)

Flow
rate
(m3/s)

Pump
power
(W)

Pump
eff’y
(%)
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